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Chapter 1

Coal, Energy Source that Changed the World
Energy has a huge impact on our lives. Human beings have been constantly changing energy sources and usage 

patterns by selecting optimal energy under natural and social conditions. There have been constant changes in 

energy usage and patterns according to the times in the history of mankind. The industry has also transformed along 

with the evolution of energy sources from the natural energy such as fire and water to coal, oil, and electricity.

The discovery of fire became the basis for humanity to form groups and develop national systems. Fossil fuels, 

which were used as thermal energy, have been widely used since the invention of the steam engine. Before the 

Industrial Revolution, heat energy served only as a source of heat, repelling the cold and cooking food. But since 

mankind found a way to convert heat energy to kinetic energy, fossil fuel heat has begun to drive the machinery 

in the factory.

The main use of energy sources has also been expanded by refining metals, heating and operating internal 

combustion engines to perform various tasks. With the expansion of steam power to transport modes such 

as ships and trains, mass transportation and production became possible; along with the global industrial 

revolution, mankind began to enjoy unprecedented prosperity in history. However, since the wide use of coal, 

its side effects have begun to appear. Coal is a bulky and heavy solid fuel with high transportation costs. Along 

with its difficulty in handling, it also generates air pollution such as carbon dioxide, dust, sulfur oxides, and 

nitrogen oxides. Due to such drawbacks, the era of oil, new liquid fuels, arrived in the 1990s.
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The 20th Century: the Era of Oil
Oil gave birth to internal combustion engines that were smaller but more powerful than steam engines. Figuratively 

speaking, the world became smaller as modes of transport using internal combustion engines, such as cars, ships, 

and aircraft, as well as military weapons, were developed. In addition, innovations in oil use led to the material 

revolution that established the basis of modern civilization by producing synthetic fibers and plastics from various 

materials extracted from oil. As the use of oil increases, fossil fuels have become the base that supports the 

economy, society, and daily life.

The World War I (1914–1918) demonstrated that oil was at the center of geopolitics in the 20th century. Fuel for 

fleets changed from coal to oil. The increasing importance of oil highlighted the issue of oil security, the pursuit of 

which has led to fierce competition among countries for access to oil fields. Throughout the World War II (1939–1945), 

oil began to be used in an increasing number of war machines, solidifying its position as a strategic resource.

However, since the late 20th century, following the first and second oil shocks caused by the Middle East War and 

the Iranian Revolution, there have been attempts to reduce dependence on energy sources with strong ubiquity 

such as oil. As the instability of oil supply and demand has increased, the world has made committed efforts to 

diversify energy sources.

Electricity, the Easy-to-Use Secondary Energy
During the transition of principal energy sources, electricity has retained its importance. Electricity can 

continuously supply power once transmission lines are been connected after power plants are constructed. And 

can be easily generated from the movement of machinery, using the same principle as electromagnetic induction. 

Owing to the convenience of its production, distribution, and use, electricity became a universal energy source 

shortly after it was discovered.

Electricity drastically changed industrial production systems. In the early 20th century, a mass production system 

was established based on a conveyor belt controlled by electricity, leading to the Second Industrial Revolution. In 

the second half of the century, the spread of computers & information technology enabled automated processes, 

marking the beginning of the Third Industrial Revolution. Electricity has also greatly changed daily life. Refrigerators 

have reduced food deterioration, and a drastic expansion of the food distribution network has extended human life 

expectancy and facilitated changes in diet. Washing machines and vacuum cleaners have contributed to women's 

advancement in society by reducing housework, and elevators have facilitated vertical development of cities. 

Computers have induced fundamental changes in everyday life and industry through the information revolution. 

The commercialization of electricity has led to a series of innovations in various fields such as the rapid increase 

in electronic device usage, the supply of electric vehicles, heating and cooling of buildings, and manufacturing 

processes in factories.

The Fourth Industrial Revolution
Completes Renewable Energy

As electricity has been widely applied, energy sources that generate electricity have also diversified, including 

coal, natural gas, nuclear power, solar and wind, hydrogen, and fuel cells. After the first and second oil shocks, 

countries around the world felt a serious threat to energy security and began searching for alternatives to oil; the 

importance of gas, nuclear power, and renewable energy thus began to emerge.

In the early 1990s, global nuclear power generation increased sharply. After 2000, global gas demand rose sharply 

due to trends in policies phasing out coal and nuclear power. Recently, renewable energy sources such as solar, 

wind, hydrogen, and fuel cells have been attracting attention due to global climate change responses and nuclear 

accidents. As increased investment in renewable energy generation reduces its costs, the proportion of renewable 

energy generation in the global power generation market is increasing.

Renewable energy is currently developing rapidly thanks to the Fourth Industrial Revolution. Technological 

innovation based on big data, networks, and information and communication technology (ICT) has altered the 

energy industry in a different direction. In addition to changes in energy sources, energy transition is expected to 

drastically change the entire industry through changes in energy consumption and transmission systems.

These changes are also captured in business management. A growing number of companies have voluntarily 

committed to RE100, meaning they will power their business activities with 100% renewable electricity generated 

from eco-friendly sources such as solar and wind power. Apple, Facebook, and Google have already achieved 100%. 

Companies such as BMW, Volkswagen, GM, and Wal-Mart have declared that they will use 100% renewable energy 

for the production and distribution of their products and are fulfilling these promises. IT companies, some of the 

largest electricity consumers, are actively entering the energy market. Google and Apple have established energy 

subsidiaries to produce and sell renewable energy, and Tesla has launched solar products and home energy storage 

systems (ESS) to become a comprehensive energy company.
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National Efforts toward Energy Transition
Collaborative efforts of countries across the world to cope with climate change are another important factor 

influencing the changing of energy sources. Since the Kyoto Protocol, which obligated advanced countries to 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions, was agreed in 1997, the severity of climate change impacts has been globally 

recognized. The Paris Climate Agreement was signed in 2015 and is a stronger agreement than the Protocol. There 

are a total of 195 parties to the Agreement, including both developed and developing countries, who will meet their 

obligations to reduce greenhouse gas emissions starting from 2021, entering into a new climate system that seeks 

to keep the increase in global average temperature to below 2°C.

Accordingly, there have been multiple simultaneous efforts to improve energy efficiency in major developed countries. 

Germany aims to halve primary energy consumption by 2050 compared to 2008 through the National Action Plan on 

Energy Efficiency enacted in February 2014.

The United States launched the Better Plants Challenge in 2009, an initiative in which participating companies promote 

programs to improve energy intensity by 25% within 10 years. Japan aims to reduce final energy consumption by 50 

million KL in 2030, compared to 350 million KL in 2013, under the Fifth Basic Energy Plan announced in 2018.

The COVID-19 pandemic, which spread globally since the first half of 2020, has accelerated this trend. As international 

order and industrial structures have changed due to the pandemic, the clean energy industry has expanded to 

respond to such changes. The European Union recently declared a climate crisis emergency, the UK and France 

pledged to introduce legislation for net-zero carbon emissions by 2050, and policy measures for energy transition 

and industrial restructuring are expected to take place throughout Europe. This change affects trade and industry 

through regulations such as the imposition of a carbon border tax, which is a tariff requiring carbon reduction to 

trading partners. As energy consumption accounts for most greenhouse gas emissions, the importance of renewable 

energy and energy efficiency is increasing in response to climate change.

Energy Transition in South Korea: Catching up with Global Trends
South Korea's energy policy paradigm has changed over time in line with global trends. In the 1950s, the Policy for 

Coal Development was initiated to address energy poverty and support rapid economic growth. In the 1960s, the 

main energy source switched from coal to oil in accordance with the First Five-Year Economic Development Plan.

In the 1970s, as the need to diversify energy sources increased due to issues such as the two oil shocks, the 

economic crisis caused by high oil prices, and environmental pollution caused by coal mining, nuclear power 

emerged as an alternative to the oil-centric energy system. Korea's nuclear power supported rapid economic 

growth in the 1980s after Kori Nuclear Power Unit 1 started commercial operation in 1978.

In the process of developing energy policy to reduce reliance on oil after the oil shocks in the 1970s, nuclear 

power, then bituminous coal power generation in 1983, and natural gas power generation in 1986 were introduced, 

diversifying the energy supply structure. Such a system was able to supply sufficient and stable electricity to 

facilitate industrial development by expanding energy-intensive industries. From the end of the 1980s, national 

income continued to grow and energy and power consumption increased sharply. There was a higher proportion of 

bituminous coal and liquefied natural gas (LNG) consumption.

In the 2000s, the era of eco-friendly energy began, focusing on responding to climate change. In 2008, the 

government established the First National Basic Energy Plan and began operating the entire energy system as 

a national policy agenda. The plan contained future-oriented energy policy directions such as “realization of low 

carbon, green growth.” In the 2010s, there was greater demand for responses to climate change. Concerns about 

the safety of nuclear power plants increased following the Fukushima nuclear power plant accident in 2011. The 

policy to transition to safer, sustainable clean energy was further accelerated. In 2020, South Korea is preparing 

for the “post corona” era following the COVID-19 pandemic by promoting a Green New Deal policy that combines 

energy transition and environmentally friendly economic recovery.
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The concept of energy transition emerged in Germany in 1980. Germany began to explore various methods of 

power generation, including renewable energy, after the oil crisis in the 1970s. Power generation from renewable 

energy is completely different from conventional means that use steam turbines. Since the Chernobyl nuclear 

accident in the 1980s, there has been increasing concern about nuclear power, while there have been more 

frequent academic discussions about energy transition.

Energy transition in the 1980s tended to be confined to selecting the optimal energy source for natural and social 

conditions. However, its definition has been expanded through various studies and social changes. In the 2000s, 

it developed into a concept encompassing the entire socio-economic system based on energy, including changes 

in the energy supply system focusing on fossil fuel reductions, and the emergence of concepts such as energy 

efficiency improvement, decentralized power generation, and basic energy rights. Currently, energy transition 

is recognized as a growth engine that supplies stable and environmentally friendly energy through innovative 

consumption, supply, and delivery systems, while creating jobs by fostering new industries.

Global Energy Transition in the Midst of Change
Energy transition has led to significant changes in energy policy at national levels. As safe and clean energy 

emerges as the energy policy agenda in each country, the proportion of coal and nuclear power in the energy mix 

is declining and new constructions and investments in renewable energy are increasing. The top three sources of 

power generation in OECD countries has changed from coal (39%), nuclear power (23%), and renewable energy (16%) 

in 2000 to renewable energy (27%), coal (23%), and nuclear power (18%) in 2019.

Why Energy Transition?

Energy Transition 
for a Healthy Future
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Chapter 2
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The annual average installation of coal power plants continues to decrease each year after peaking at 120GW in 

2006. Total global coal power generation is expected to decrease from 2,100GW in 2022 to 1,500GW in 2040. In 

2019, renewable energy received 64.8% (311 billion USD) of total global investment in new facilities, which indicates 

that energy transition is accelerating. The International Energy Agency (IEA) forecasts that power generation in 

2040 will comprise of the following proportions: 42% renewable energy, 26% coal-fired power, and 9% nuclear 

power. Compared to 2000 and 2017, the share of renewable energy is expected to increase by 2.33 times and 1.68 

times, respectively.

Changes in power generation methods bring different employment patterns. The increasing proportion of 

renewable energy is expected to increase employment by changing the energy production and consumption 

systems. According to the International Renewable Energy Agency(IRENA), 11.4 million people were employed 

globally in the renewable energy sector in 2019. Job growth continues every year and is expected to increase to 

30 million by 2030. Solar photovoltaics has the largest job creation effect in the renewable energy sector; in 2019, 

the number of jobs in this field increased by 4% year-on-year, with approximately 3.8 million jobs. Biofuels, wind 

power, and hydropower have also contributed to creation of new jobs.

Unit: 1,000 jobs

Global

China Brazil India US EU

Solar photovoltaics 3,755 2,214 43 204 240 127

Liquid biofuels 2,475 51 839 35 297 239

Hydropower 1,957 561 213 367 22 78

Wind energy 1,165 518 19 63 120 292

Solar heating

/cooling (SHC)
823 670 44 23.8 5 36

Solid biomass 764 188 58 51 392

Biogas 342 145 85 7 75

Geothermal energy 99.4 3 9 40.6

Concentrated solar 

power (CSP)
29.5 11 5

Tota l 11,459 4,361 1,158 824 756 1,317

Employment in Renewable Energy Sector in 2018-2019
2018-2019 Estimated Direct and Indirect Jobs 
in Renewable Energy Worldwide

Renewable Energy Employment in Selected Countries(2019)
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Source: IRENA jobs database.
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Preparation of Major Countries for Future Energy Scenarios
Germany is considered to be one of the leading countries in energy transition. With the highest energy 

consumption in Europe(excluding Russia), Germany has taken the lead in terms of scale, while having huge impacts 

on energy transition in Europe and the rest of the world. Its energy policy is based on a mid- to long-term 

strategy: a response to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, diversification of energy 

sources in preparation for fossil fuel depletion, and security and stability of the energy supply and economic 

efficiency.

Germany passed the Renewable Energy Act in 1998, aiming to supply 80% of its electricity from renewables by 

2050. As of 2018, renewable energy accounted for 36% of Germany's total electricity generation, which is higher 

than that of neighboring countries such as France and the UK. Wind power accounts for 25.2% of total electricity 

generation, the largest share of renewable energy in Germany. Germany became a net electricity exporter in 

2003, and the scale of its electricity exports has gradually expanded. In 2020, a hydrogen economy strategy was 

announced and a plan to secure green hydrogen through renewable energy is being prepared. By 2050, Germany 

aims to invest approximately 9 billion euros to expand infrastructure for hydrogen production facilities and utilize 

hydrogen energy in various industries.

Japan announced its Fifth Basic Energy Plan in 2018 and is promoting energy transition with a focus on 3E+S (energy 

security, economic efficiency, and environment, with safety first). Japan's energy self-sufficiency rate was only 8% 

in 2016. Renewable energy accounted for approximately 9% of electricity generation in 2018, which was lower than 

thermal power generation (75%) from sources such as oil and coal. Japan aims to move to renewable energy as its 

main energy source to contribute to greenhouse gas reduction and to increase the safety of the energy supply. It 

aims to increase its proportion of renewable energy generation to 22–24% by 2030.

Japan plans to use hydrogen to increase the utility of renewable energy. Hydrogen is convenient for storing and 

transporting energy produced from various sources including renewable energy; it can also be used as a direct fuel 

like natural gas, meaning it can be employed in various applications. The Japanese government adopted the Basic 

Hydrogen Strategy, which aims to supply 800,000 hydrogen cars, 900 charging stations, and 5.3 million household 

fuel cells by 2030. As the Fukushima nuclear power plant accident made safety a top priority, the nuclear power 

target was significantly decreased from 50% to 20–22%.

•	Shut	down	all	nuclear	power	plants	by	2022

•	Shut-down	all	coal	power	plants	by	2038

•	80%	renewables	in	electricity	generation
 by 2050
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•	20	-	22%	of	nuclear	power	generation	
 by 2030

•	22	-	24%	of	renewable	energy	by	2030
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The UK is the first of the G7 countries to declare that it will “become a carbon-neutral country by 2050.” In passing 

the Climate Change Act in 2008, it planned to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by at least 80% by 2050, compared 

to 1990 levels. To this end, in 2017, the Clean Growth Strategy was announced, establishing a mid- to long-term 

strategy for low-carbon economic growth. The UK has divided carbon reduction initiatives into three sectors: 

industrial, household, and transportation. It plans to increase competitiveness by linking low-carbon technologies 

and energy industries.

The UK has made efforts to improve energy efficiency and expand low-carbon transportation options for successful 

energy transition. It has set a budget of 18 million GBP to improve efficiency in energy-intensive industries, pursuing 

a 20% improvement in industrial energy efficiency by 2030. The UK supports research and development of electric 

vehicle infrastructure expansion and battery performance improvement. By 2019, the UK had achieved more than 

40% reduction in carbon emissions while its economy has tripled in size since 1990. Since the establishment of the 

Green Investment Bank in 2012, it has emerged as a green financial hub, establishing a climate-related financial risk 

system in 2015.

It is active in supplying renewable energy and eliminating coal use. The UK plans to increase the proportion of 

renewable energy generation to 30% by 2030 and to shut down six coal power plants by 2025. Until 10 years 

ago, fossil fuel power in the UK accounted for 80% of total power generation, but due to the steady increase in 

renewable energy generation, renewable energy became the largest power source in 2019.

The US has become the world's largest oil and gas producer after the shale revolution and has promoted economic 

growth and job creation by expanding its abundant resource development. Since the presidency of Donald Trump, 

the US has eased or abolished environmental regulations, including withdrawal from the Paris Agreement and 

abolition of the Clean Power Plan. However, there have been continued efforts to respond to climate change at the 

state level, as well as a steady opposition to deregulation.

The State of California aims to increase its share of renewable energy to 100% by 2045 in order to reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions by 80% by 2050 compared to 1990 levels. New York State will increase its share of 

renewable energy to 70% by 2030, while achieving its goal of carbon neutrality by 2050. The US Energy Information 

Administration predicts that the share of renewable energy will exceed that of coal, natural gas, and nuclear power 

in 2050. It is expected that 153GW of new solar and wind power generation facilities will be added between 2020 

and 2025. In 2019, consumption of renewable energy exceeded that of coal for the first time in 134 years.

•	30%	of	total	energy	from	renewables	by	2030

•	Complete	shutdown	of	coal	power	plants	by		
 2025

•Construction	of	13	nuclear	power	plants(14GW)		
 by 2035
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Current Status in South Korea
Why is Energy Transition Crucial in South Korea?

South Korea's dependence on energy imports reached 93.1% (approximately 10.72 billion USD) in February 2020. South 

Korea has the world’s twelfth largest economy by GDP (as of 2019), and the world’s sixth highest energy consumption; 

energy consumption is high compared to its economic scale and income level. The industrial sector accounts for the 

largest proportion of final energy consumption at 57.7% in 2020. Since the 1990s, the annual average has increased 

by approximately 10.2%, and transportation and the public sector have increased by 7% and 3.3%, respectively. In 

particular, energy consumption in the transport sector has steadily increased as more passenger cars are registered. 

Major OECD countries have shown a steady decrease in energy consumption, whereas South Korea has seen the 

opposite trend. This indicates that South Korea's energy transition is slower than that of advanced countries of 

similar economic level.

GDP of Major Countries (trillion USD, PPP) and Change in Primary Energy Consumption (million TOE) (Source: IEA)

GDP Growth and Energy Consumption Prospects in South Korea

Target demand of Third Basic Energy Plan 
(million TOE, final energy basis, excluding consumption of raw materials)

GDP outlook (trillion KRW)
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New Installed Capacity of Onshore Wind Power

New Installed Capacity of Offshore Wind Power

Cumulative Installed Capacity of Onshore Wind Power
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Energy Security and Stable Energy Supply/Demand

High dependence on energy imports increases vulnerability to overseas risks. Korea's dependence on overseas 

energy has been greater than 90% since the mid-1990s, and has thus been greatly affected by international 

energy price fluctuations. In particular, South Korea depends on the Middle East for approximately 68.9% of crude 

oil imports, which accounts for 36.3% of the primary energy supply (as of February 2020). This dependence has 

reduced since 2018, when it was 81.7%. Yet if the situation in the Middle East becomes unstable, there is a high 

possibility that the oil supply would be disrupted, resulting in unstable energy supply and demand; energy security, 

which is essential for state operation and economic activities, would be threatened.

Conventional power generations also need improvements. For economic feasibility, stability, and efficient power 

grid management, South Korea has maintained a power system that receives power from large-scale centralized 

power plants. However, this large-scale centralized power generation is vulnerable to sudden surges in power 

demand or sudden shutdown of power plants. To improve power supply stability, proliferation of distributed power 

generation should be expanded and energy efficiency improved. Distributed power generation is installed close to 

the site of demand, which reduces the costs of construction and operation of power transmission and distribution 

infrastructure, and lowers the resistance of residents to site selection, in addition to promoting regionally 

independent power supply.

◼	Total	Import	Amount	 ◼	Total	Export	Amount ◼	Amount	of	Energy	Imports

Share	of	Energy	Imports	(%)
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<Source: Petroleum Supply and Demand Statistics>Energy Imports and Total Import and Export Values in South Korea

<Source: Petroleum Supply and Demand Statistics>Volatility Risk of Large-scale Centralized Power Generation Methods

Volatility by Power Generation Source Based on monthly usage (January 2015 to April 2019)

Utilization rate (%)

Nuclear power Coal Gas(Combined) Renewables(excluding hydro power)

Average 79.3 81.7 39.8 33.0

Standard deviation 10.5 10.1 6.3 3.2

Coefficient of variation 13.3 12.4 16.0 9.9 

2017

Economical Energy Production and Consumption

Renewable energy prices are expected to continuously fall due to economies of scale and technological innovation. 

In 2019, renewable energy accounted for 27% of total global power generation, but is expected to account for 40% 

by 2040. According to the International Energy Agency, the levelized cost of energy analysis(LCOE) of renewable 

energy declined significantly from 2012 to 2017. Solar power generation decreased by approximately 65%, onshore 

wind power by 15%, and offshore wind power by 25%. The global average LCOE of solar power is expected to drop 

below 70 USD per megawatt-hour(MWh) in 2030, which is 40% lower than its 2017 price. The average LCOE of 

onshore wind power is expected to gradually decrease by 5-15%. The maximum generation capacity and power 

generation performance of offshore wind power are expected to improve due to technological advancements, 

leading to a reduction of more than 30% in the average cost of power generation by 2030.

Onshore wind power and solar power generation are cheaper than gas combined cycle power generation in 

Germany(as of 2019). The price competitiveness of wind and solar power is higher than that of nuclear power in 

the US. The price competitiveness of offshore wind and solar power is higher than that of gas combined cycle 

power generation in the UK(as of 2020), and onshore wind power continues to secure price competitiveness. The 

LCOE of renewable energy has continued to fall due to policy support and dissemination in each country, as well as 

technological development.

Trends and Prospects of Global LCOE

● Solar photovoltaics   ● Onshore wind power   ● Bioenergy   ● Offshore wind power

IEA All Rights Reserved
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Average Unit Sales Price of Solar Photovoltaic by Region in 2016-2022

Average Unit Sales Price of Wind Power by Region in 2016-2022

● Global average   ● Asia (excluding China)   ● China   ● Europe   ● Latin America   ● Middle East· North Africa (MENA)   ● North America   ● Sub-Saharan Africa

● Global average   ● Asia (excluding China)   ● Europe   ● Latin America    ● Middle East · North Africa (MENA)  ● North America
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A Choice for Safety and the Environment

Energy transition is crucial from an environmental standpoint. High-density fine dust pollution is closely related 

to fossil fuel consumption. There has been an increase in the number of days with fine dust and increased viral 

infections, triggered by climate change. There have been demands to raise the quality of life, which is appropriate 

for an economy with an income per capita of 30,000 USD.

Considering that environmental factors such as air quality have significant impacts on quality of life, energy 

transition is not an option but a necessity. Through energy transition, generation of fine dust should be minimized 

by reducing fossil fuel use that causes air pollution. Renewable energy produces fewer air pollutants than 

conventional energy sources.

Safety is also an important factor. Since the Fukushima nuclear power plant accident, the safety of nuclear power 

has become a major issue. There are 25.7 nuclear power plants per 100,000km2 of land in South Korea, which is 

more than double that of Japan (11.5 units) and 25 times higher than that in the US (1.1 units). Energy transition 

is essential to reduce the burden of disposal of spent nuclear fuel while safeguarding the public from the risk of 

nuclear accidents.

Share of Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions by Country in 2019

Poland (1%)

China (28%)

Other (22%)

ⓒ 2020 Union of Concerned Scientists
Data: IEA Fuel Combustion 2019 Highlights

France (1%) 

Italy (1%) 

UK (1%)

Turkey (1%)

Australia (1%)

South Africa (1%) 

Brazil (1%)

Mexico (1%) 

Indonesia (2%) 

Saudi Arabia (2%)

Canada (2%) 

South Korea (2%) 

Germany (2%) 

Japan (3%)

India (7%)

US (14%)

Russian Federation (5%)

Iran (2%) 

America

Africa 

Asia

Oceania

Europe 

Eurasia

<Source: IEA>
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Changes in Fine Dust Emission

Greenhouse Gas Emission Status  (in 2015, compared to 1990)

Pollutant Emission Factor by Power Generation Source
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Coal emits eight times more 
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Energy and Local Residents

A large-scale centralized energy system concentrates large-capacity power generation facilities in one place, 

transmitting the electricity produced there to several other areas. There are various resulting social conflicts in 

determining the locations of power plants and transmission facilities.

In South Chungcheong Province, where coal-fired power facilities are concentrated, there has been resistance from 

local people despite the establishment of a regional resource tax. There have been several cases in which conflicts 

over site selection for nuclear power plants have intensified among residents. The construction of a transmission 

line in Miryang was delayed for four years due to prolonged opposition and extreme confrontation after routes 

were selected in 2001. Spent nuclear fuel management facilities have also faced difficulties when selecting sites.

In contrast, the expansion of distributed power generation reduces the likelihood of residential conflicts. If 

distributed power generation becomes common, there will be greater consumer choice, while helping to establish 

an energy system based on citizen participation. Energy decentralization and democracy can help to ensure 

transparency of information disclosure and sharing of benefits from construction and operation with residents.

Continued Social Conflicts over Large-scale Centralized Energy Facilities

Coal Power
Generation

Nuclear Power 
Generation

Transmission Line
in Miryang

GyeongJu Nuclear 
Waste Repository

Proliferation of local 

opposition in South 

Chungcheong Province to 

concentrated coal-fired 

facilities

Despite establishment of 

regional resource tax, there is 

increasing local hostility due 

to concerns over fine dust

Conflicts between residents 

and regions over polling 

site selection and financial 

compensation

After route selection in 2001, 

local opposition began in 

earnest from 2008

Built under vicarious 

administrative execution

in 2014 after extreme 

confrontation

Conflicts over location 

between KHNP and KORAD 

due to rates of resident 

approval

Problems such as spent 

nuclear fuel in the Wolseong 

Nuclear Power Plant

Centralized

Fewer conflicts due to expanded distributed 
power generation

Information disclosure, and profit-sharing
during construction and operation

Energy system based on
citizen participation

Conflict Over Transmission Line in Miryang

Projected Completion Date Actual Completion Data Note

'10. 12. 31 '14. 12. 28
Completion delayed by

four years
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South Korea has promoted the transition to safe and clean energy in response to climate change in line with global 

trends. The Korean government has outlined specific energy transition policies through its Eighth Basic Plan for 

Power Demand and Supply and the Implementation Plan for Renewable Energy 3020. In October 2017, it released 

the Energy Transition Roadmap, which contains mid- to long-term goals and directions for a comprehensive energy 

transition policy. It established the Implementation Plan for Renewable Energy 3020 in December 2017, which 

includes measures to improve supply of renewable energy, aiming to achieve 20% renewable energy generation by 

2030.

The Eighth Basic Plan for Power Demand and Supply (December 2017) is a 15-year plan with power supply and 

demand forecasts for power facilities from 2017 to 2031. Previous supply and demand plans focused on supply 

and demand stability and economic feasibility, whereas the Eighth Plan was established with greater focus on 

environmental and safety issues. As the Fourth Industrial Revolution and energy transition accelerate, the energy 

industry has focused on actively fostering new and renewable energy fields, and upgrading and converting the 

structure of the conventional energy industry.

Follow-up measures have been reinforced to promote the transition to safe and clean energy. Supplementary 

Measures for Energy Transition (Nuclear Power Plant) were established in May 2018 to supplement industry and 

manpower in nuclear power plant regions in accordance with the gradual closure of nuclear plants. In addition, 

Countermeasures against Side Effects of Solar and Wind Power (June 2018) were prepared to minimize side effects 

of renewable energy projects, such as environmental damage, site conflicts, and real estate speculation.

The Hydrogen Economy Revitalization Roadmap (January 2019) is a representative example of measures to 

strengthen the competitiveness of the new energy industry. This roadmap indicates that hydrogen will become 

a new growth engine in an environmentally friendly energy industry. There are policy directions, goals, and 

implementation strategies to revitalize a hydrogen economy by 2040, in order to develop a hydrogen industry 

ecosystem based on both hydrogen vehicles and fuel cells.

   

The Third Basic Energy Plan (June 2019) faithfully reflected timely demands for the transition to clean and safe 

energy while maintaining the basic direction and consistency of the First and Second Basic Energy Plans. The 

Third Plan constitutes a mid- to long-term vision of energy transition with the goal of “sustainable growth 

through energy transition and improvement of the quality of public life.” Changes in the power generation mix, and 

transformation throughout the entire energy system, such as in consumption, supply, transmission, and industry, 

are in progress for successful energy transition. Guided by the mid- to long- term strategies for 2030 in the 

Energy Efficiency Innovation Strategy (August 2019), specific tasks have been implemented to innovate the energy 

consumption structure.

The Korean government has expanded the scope of the plan with policies to transform the entire energy system, 

such as supplying clean and safe energy with a balanced energy mix, innovating consumption structures centered 

on efficiency improvement, expanding distributed power systems, and fostering future energy industries. It aims 

to contribute to sustainable development of the national economy and the improvement of public welfare by 

achieving energy democracy, and just and equitable energy transition.

Energy Transition Policy
in South Korea

Energy Transition 
for a Healthy Future

1

Chapter 3

Announcement of Main Policies

2017 2018 2019

Energy	Transition	Roadmap	
(October 2017)

Countermeasures	against	Side	Effects
of Renewable Energy

(May 2018)

Supplementary	Measures
for	Key	Nuclear	Power	Ecosystem

(June 2018)

Third	Basic	Energy	Plan	
(June 2019)

Hydrogen	Economy	Revitalization	Roadmap	
(January 2019)

Strategy for Renewable Energy
Industry	Promotion

(April 2019)

Energy Efficiency Innovation Strategy 
(August 2019)

Export	Activation	Plan	of	the	Total	Life	Cycle	
of Nuclear Power
(September	2019)

Renewable Energy 3020
(December	2017)

Eighth	Basic	Plan	for
Power	Demand	and	Supply	

(December	2017)

Announcement of Major Energy Transition Policies
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The following sectors will be targeted: industrial sectors with the highest energy consumption, and demand 

management in buildings and modes of transportation with steadily increasing energy consumption. In the industry 

sector, voluntary energy efficiency targets will be introduced in places of business with high energy consumption 

(more than 2,000 TOE), while reducing energy intensity by 1% per year. There will be support for expanding plant 

energy management systems and replacing equipment such as motors and boilers with high-efficiency models. Plans 

such as creating an industrial microgrid complex in connection with the leading smart industrial complex project, and 

comprehensive energy-saving measures, will be implemented from 2022.

Green remodeling of new and existing buildings will be promoted. The installation of building energy management 

systems (BEMS) will be expanded by reinforcing insulation and facility standards for new buildings. Systems to 

evaluate energy efficiency will be introduced for existing buildings to support and expand green remodeling. Plans to 

significantly improve the energy efficiency of buildings will be implemented by increasing uptake of high-efficiency 

home appliances and introducing community energy rebuilding.

In transportation, there are plans to reduce traffic volume, including through vehicle regulations, enhancing fuel 

efficiency, and technological changes including electric vehicles. The top priority is to improve average fuel efficiency 

and expand the supply of eco-friendly vehicles. The fuel efficiency of passenger cars will be improved to European 

levels while introducing a fuel efficiency target for medium and large vehicles by 2022. Targets include the provision of 

8.3 million electric vehicles and 2.9 million hydrogen vehicles by 2040, as well as improving the efficiency of non-road 

transportation such as aviation and shipping, and building an intelligent transportation system (ITS).

Technology of the Fourth Industrial Revolution will also be applied to the demand management market. To revitalize 

the market, new business opportunities will be developed and expanded, such as solar photovoltaic (PV) and ESS-

linked electric vehicle charging businesses, and the vehicle-to-grid (V2G) model that uses electric vehicles as mobile 

ESSs. The demand management market will be strengthened by effectively utilizing smart meters and electric power 

big data.

In order to rationalize the energy price system, energy costs and external cost rates will be reflected, and consumer 

choice will be expanded by introducing individual pricing for each consumer, based on residential time-of-use, green 

sourcing, and demand management.

In addition, there are plans to expand non-electric energy uses in connection with businesses that utilize waste heat 

and non-electric cooling through development of district heating technologies, creating demand for LNG cold energy.

Energy Consumption
South Korea imports more than 90% of its energy in order to provide for the steady increase in energy 

consumption that has accompanied economic growth. Since there are huge energy imports and little domestic 

production, energy efficiency must be utilized as the fifth resource. Korea's energy intensity1) was 0.159 in 2017, 

placing it at 33rd among 35 OECD countries (the OECD average was 0.105) and indicating low energy efficiency. 

Major developed countries have low-consumption structures in which primary energy consumption decreases as 

GDP rises, while energy consumption in Korea is still caught in a structure of low efficiency and high consumption.

As climate change emerges as a global issue, the importance of energy demand management is being emphasized. 

In response to changes in domestic and foreign conditions, the Korean government is promoting a policy to 

convert low-efficiency and high-consumption energy structures into high efficiency and low consumption.

As of 2020, final energy consumption in South Korea, excluding consumption for raw materials, is 19.6 million TOE. 

It is projected to increase by 0.8% per year on average, with total energy demand reaching 21.1 million TOE in 2040. 

Accordingly, a goal was set to reduce demand by 18.6%, through innovation in energy consumption structures; 

target demand for 2040 is 17.18 million TOE. Measures have also been prepared to improve final consumption 

intensity by 38%.

1) Energy Intensity: Primary energy consumption (TOE: tons of oil equivalent) to produce 1,000 USD added value of gross domestic product (GDP) → the lower the

energy intensity, the higher the efficiency.
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Energy Supply
A safe and comfortable living environment is now being taken into consideration when developing the energy 

policy paradigm. South Korea plans to gradually reduce its share of conventional energy sources such as coal and 

nuclear power, while increasing that of clean and safe environmentally friendly energy sources such as renewable 

energy.

In order to reduce fine dust concentrations that are threatening public health, new coal power plants will no longer 

be constructed. Early closure of ten existing coal power plants has been confirmed; four units have already closed. 

In addition, Special Measures during the High Concentration Period of Fine Dust were implemented to shut down 

some coal power plants, limiting power generation output to 80% and thereby reducing fine dust emissions from 

the plants by 25% in 2018 compared to 2016.

Nuclear power will gradually be phased out over the next 60 years by prohibiting the construction of new power 

plants and extending the lifetime of old plants. In 2017, 24 nuclear power plants were in operation; this is expected 

to decrease to 18 units in 2030 and 14 in 2040.

There will be a smaller role for oil in transporting energy, but its larger role is as a raw material for petrochemicals. 

The role of natural gas will be expanded as an energy source for power generation, diversifying markets with LNG 

bunkering and trucks.

As conventional energy supply decreases, renewable energy generation is expected to be greatly expanded. In 

order to complement the economic feasibility of renewable energy, a range of resident participation projects and a 

Korean-type feed-in tariff (FIT; 20-year long-term contract for small-scale solar power operators) will be expanded. 

The volatility of renewable energy will be complemented by combining it with ESS and central operation control 

systems. In addition to site planning system management for large-scale renewable energy facilities, the carbon 

certification system and RE100 will help increase the share of renewable energy generation from 7.6% in 2017 to 

20% by 2030 and 30-35% by 2040.

Transmission System
During its rapid economic growth, South Korea adopted a centralized power generation and supply structure 

that facilitates planned transmission. However, it will move away from this centralized type that relies on large-

scale power generation facilities such as nuclear or thermal power generation, instead expanding the proportion 

of distributed power generation in the future. Centralized power generation is a supply-oriented transmission 

and distribution system, whereas distributed power generation features smaller power generation facilities that 

minimize construction of transmission lines by installation near areas of high power demand. Distributed power 

generation has a low cost burden (e.g., sites) due to its relatively small size, and collects electricity from several 

small-scale power generation facilities and redistributes it to consumers.

The Korean government plans to expand efficient transmission and distribution systems that use distributed power 

generation from 12% in 2017 to 30% by 2040. There will be greater power supply near to areas of demand, through 

fuel cells for power generation, expansion of combined heat and power plants, and reinforcement of Community 

Energy Service. In housing, through the expansion of private solar power and of fuel cells for homes and buildings, 

there will be support for the spread of prosumers who can both produce and consume electricity. In addition, the 

power brokerage market will be expanded by utilizing new energy technologies combined into a virtual small-scale 

distributed power plant, such as solar photovoltaics, ESS, and V2G.

In response to the expansion of distributed power generation, transmission systems will be improved. The DC 

power system acceptance will be secured by constructing a new substation, increasing the connecting capacity 

standard, and establishing MVDC(Medium Voltage Direct Current) microgrids. In addition, establishment of an 

integrated renewable energy control system will introduce greater flexibility.

It is also important to attain energy democracy through participation and decentralized governance. By 

introducing projects that share profits with stakeholders through resident participation, and conflict prevention 

processes, public participation will be expanded, and residents and civil society will be able to make the decision on 

selecting energy sources. The roles and responsibilities of local residents and local governments will be enhanced 

through reinforced local energy plans. Energy welfare will be expanded through welfare support in the form of 

cooling systems for summer use and efficient support systems for the energy-poor.

Facility Capacity (GW)

2017

2017

7.6

15.1

2022

2022

10.6

27.5

2030

2030

20

63.8

2040

2040

30 ~ 35

103 ~ 129

Share of Power Generation (%)

Renewable Energy Supply Goal

Goal of Distributed Power Supply under the Eighth Basic Plan for Power Demand and Supply

Category 2017 2022 2026 2030 2031

Distributed 

Power 

Generation 

(TWh)

Renewables
(for business)

12.2 27.3 41.8 59.3 61.8 (9.4%) 

For
non-utilities

Renewables 13.9 14.9 15.9 17.1 17.1 (2.6%)

Non-utilities in
common use

7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 (1.1%)

District energy
(including Community Energy Service)

31.0 37.3 37.3 37.3 37.3 (5.6%)

Total 64.4 86.7 102.2 120.9 123.4

Share of Distributed Power Generation 11.2% 13.8% 15.7% 18.4% 18.7%

※ New and renewable energy power generation sources of more than 40MW that are located far from demand areas, such as offshore wind power, are excluded.
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Transformation of Industrial Structures
The central axis of the energy industry has been moving from the conventional one to the new energy industries 

converged with IT. The renewable energy industry, energy efficiency-related facilities and service, hydrogen industries 

are expected to create jobs. New renewable energy facilities with a total capacity of 48.7 GW will be supplied by 

2030, with the expectation of employing 40,000 workers; the energy efficiency field is expected to create around 

69,000 new jobs.

The new energy industry is a “problem-solving industry” that effectively solves major issues in the energy sector, 

such as climate change responses, energy security, and demand management. It consists of a “new type of business” 

that applies new technologies such as IT and finance to the existing energy industry. Conventional energy industries 

such as oil, natural gas, and nuclear power maintain their core ecosystem of industries and human resources through 

continuous investment, strengthening global competitiveness through newly expanding new businesses and high 

value-added strategy.

The renewable and hydrogen energy industries are expected to become engines of new growth, creating quality 

employment opportunities. The renewable energy industry will become a quality-based competitive structure 

through the introduction of a carbon certification system and conversion to renewable energy certificate (REC) 

competitive bidding. A one-stop integrated support system will be established to promote expansion of the domestic 

market and the international market entry. The hydrogen industry aims to supply 2.9 million hydrogen cars and 10.1 

GW of fuel cells by 2040, diversifying production methods, passing the Hydrogen Economy Act, and strengthening 

safety standards in order to create a foundation for the hydrogen economy. The efficiency-related industry fosters 

high-efficiency products and facilities such as electric motors, smart lighting, and construction materials, as well as 

an energy solution service industry that diagnoses, manages, and consults on energy.

There is ongoing support for energy ventures that are leading the new energy industry. Energy ventures provide 

new products and services in new industries, such as new and renewable energy power generation, energy efficiency 

improvement, and power demand management. The corresponding business models include a business feasibility 

consulting service for solar power plants; an integrated solution service for design, procurement, and construction; 

a commissioned service for demand response; integrated control of ESS; and monitoring and optimization of energy 

use. Technology-based energy ventures utilizing new technologies such as artificial intelligence(AI), big data, and the 

Internet of Things (IoT) have recently emerged, leading the spread of new industries by promoting convergence of 

industries and providing new services. In order to promote the growth of potential energy ventures and revitalize 

innovation in the energy industry, there will be support for research and development for commercialization through 

the Project for Promoting Technology Innovation in Small Energy Giants.

Green New Deal
COVID-19, which swept across the world in 2020, has raised many challenges. The global economy and diplomatic 

orders have shifted drastically, and the social atmosphere and industrial structures have also undergone sudden 

changes. These changes are a natural process of adapting to the changing environment, but large changes have 

occurred over a short period due to external shocks, resulting in problems such as large-scale unemployment, 

decreased income, and contraction of the real economy. The energy sector has not escaped these impacts.

Countries around the world have been pursuing Green New Deal projects to mitigate the impacts of COVID-19 and 

gradually prepare for the changing environment. In July 2020, South Korea also announced the Korean New Deal, a 

comprehensive policy to transform to a leading country, centered on a Green New Deal and a Digital New Deal.

The Green New Deal aims for a carbon-neutral society by innovating infrastructure and energy in an environmentally 

friendly direction and by fostering related industries. As its name 'New Deal' implies, the Green New Deal covers entire 

changes not only in power generation methods, but also energy value chains and consumption methods. It is divided 

into three sectors, each with detailed policies: infrastructure, energy, and green industry.

In the infrastructure sector, in pursuit of the coexistence of human and nature, there will be projects such as zero-

energy public facilities, urban forest creation and ecosystem restoration, and smart water supply and sewage 

systems for a clean and safe water supply. In the energy sector, the supply of environmentally friendly energy will 

be increased based on the establishment of an intelligent smart grid, and green mobility in the form of electric and 

hydrogen vehicles will be expanded. In the green industry, businesses related to environmentally friendly industries 

will be fostered. Financial and R&D related benefits will be provided for job creation and energy transition, resulting 

in advancement in the global environmentally friendly market.

The Green New Deal is a comprehensive policy that encompasses the energy sector and industry as a whole, 

as well as social awareness and administrative systems. The Green New Deal will strengthen industrial 

competitiveness in line with global trends in energy transition and increase capacity to wisely navigate through the 

New Normal in the post-COVID-19 era.

Goals of Industrial Structure Transformation

Renewable 
Energy

New Supply of Renewable Energy
by 2018 - 2030

48.7GW

Total Investment
of KRW 92 trillion

10 billion USD 
Exports

Employment Target 
of 40,000
(9,375 in 2017)

Jobs
69,000 New Job Creation

in 2030

Energy
Efficiency

New and Strengthened 
Efficiency Policies for

Each Industry, Building, and 
Transportation Sectors

48,000 Jobs

Promotion of
Energy Efficiency-related 

Industry+
21,000 Jobs
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Best Practices 
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Energy Transition 
for a Healthy Future

Business  

 Resident Participation-Type Crane Solar Power Plant in Cheorwon  Razzler Co., Ltd.

 Achieving majority market share in Major Solar Power Markets  Hanwha Q CELLS  

 Solar Power Supply to 27,000 Households via Clean Energy IT Platform  Haezoom Corp. 

Local Government   

 Ansan City: Energy Transition with Citizen Participation  Ansan City, Gyeonggi Province 

 Leading a Green New Deal via expansion of the renewable energy supply  Hwaseong City, Gyeonggi Province 

 Dangjin City: Energy Transition led by citizens  Dangjin City, South Chungcheong Province

Public Institutions  

 Demand Response Resource Projects and Expansion of Renewable Energy  Seoul Energy Corporation

 KOEN Farming-type Solar Power, a center of smart convergence  Korea South-East Power Co.Ltd.

 Community-based Virtual Power Plant/Hydrogen Fuel Cell/Energy Efficiency  Korea East-West Power Co.,LTD  

Civic Organizations

 Local Energy Transition in public-private partnerships  Jeonju Energy Transition Citizen Forum

 Sunlight Farming cooperative members become energy producers  Hansalim Sunlight Power Generation Cooperative

 E(Energy)-Geumha Village: Caring Together  Geumha Village Resident Council

Grand

Best

Excellence

Grand

Best

Excellence

Grand

Best

Excellence

Grand

Best

Excellence
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Communicating to 

find a win-win solution

According to Antoine de Saint-Exupery, “only from the alliance 

of the one, working with and through the other, are great 

things born.” Communication and cooperation are essential 

for the development of society, companies, organizations, and 

individuals. Energy transition in response to climate change and 

sustainable development can be accelerated by communication 

and cooperation. In the past, power generation projects have 

often been led by the government or energy companies. 

However, the expansion of renewable energy and the creation 

of local communities where sustainable development is possible 

requires active participation of power generation companies and 

locals, along with government action. If projects are conducted 

unilaterally without interactions between power generators and 

residents, residents are less likely to accept projects, leading 

to civil complaints. Razzler Co. Ltd. addressed this problem by 

establishing a model of solar power generation with resident 

participation from the planning stage for a win-win situation with 

residents.

The Resident Participation Crane Solar Power Plant in Cheorwon 

did not initially gain absolute trust from residents. It was not a 

simple task to positively shift the perceptions of some residents 

who had misconceptions about solar power development. This is 

because it is not easy for the general public to directly confirm 

the validity of indiscriminate information about the solar power 

industry. Therefore, in January 2017, from the very beginning of 

the planning stage, Razzler Co. Ltd. communicated the direction 

of the power generation project with residents.

Residents suggested the following conditions for operation: 

power plants should not be sold; the company should support 

long-term community development instead of short-term 

development and monetary compensation; residents should 

share profits by investing in power plants; and construction and 

operation of power plants should lead to job creation.

Razzler Co. Ltd. conducted more than 50 meetings with residents, 

addressing their requests one by one. To increase reliability, rather 

than selling their power plants, they will directly operate and 

manage them for 20 years, and have devised plans to facilitate 

economic self-sufficiency of the community rather than paying a 

one-off subsidy.

Accommodation facilities with IoT functions, called Smart Hyeri's, 

have been established in unused spaces in a community hall. 

Residents will directly operate these facilities for tourists while 

making a profit. The company supported residents’ energy 

self-sufficiency through installation of solar PV systems in 53 

households. It also prepared a solution considering profit sharing 

and job creation. Through equity and loan bond funds, residents 

who invest in the power plants will receive 100,000 to 150,000 

KRW per month for 20 years. Fourteen residents have been 

working in resident participation groups since October 2018 

during power plant construction. Once the second-stage power 

plant is completed, approximately 858 workers will be directly and 

indirectly employed.

After finding a long-term win-win solution between businesses 

and communities through communication and collaboration, 

local governments and companies in Gangwon Province and 

Cheorwon-gun, including Korea Energy Agency, Korea South-East 

Power Co. Ltd. and Hana Alternative Asset Management, signed 

the Crane Solar Power Plant Win-Win Business Agreement in April 

2018. They agree to systematically support resident participation 

in the solar power plant. This agreement provides an opportunity 

for the private and public sectors to work together to solve 

various problems during the project.

The Crane Solar Power Plant is located in the front- line border 

area in Munhye-ri, Galmal-eup, Cheorwon- gun, Gangwon 

Province. Due to its location, more than 90% of the area had 

been designated as a restricted military area; consultation with 

military units was crucial to gain project approval. Through face-

to-face consultations, an amicable agreement was made between 

the private and public sectors and residents. Residents in Tetgol 

Village sought ways to pursue sustainable development and 

create profit while maintaining national security; their solution is 

resident participation in solar power generation. The project has 

revitalized the community, which was stagnant due to its limited 

development options as a restricted military area.

Best Practices 
for Energy Transition

2
Sustainable Future

with Local Residents :

Renewable Energy Win-Win 

Model Where the Local 

Participate and Share Profits

Resident Participation-Type Crane Solar Power Plant 
in Cheorwon

Business

Grand Prize

Razzler Co., Ltd.

Best Practices for Energy Transition
Business

For successful energy transition, along with the efforts of the central 

government. active participation of local governments and residents is essential. 

The Crane Solar Power Plant in Cheorwon-gun successfully led to the expansion 

of renewable energy supply and win-win opportunity for the community 

through resident participation in the installation process. This participative 

renewable energy project has become a new growth engine in Cheorwon, which 

had been economically stagnating as it was a restricted military area.

Crane Solar Power Plant in Cheorwon-gun

036
Signing a win-win business agreement with Crane Solar Power Plant
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System of Resident Participation in Solar PV Power Plant with Private and Public Sectors

Increases in Resident Income, 

Job Creation, and Climate Change 

Responses : a New Path for

the Green New Deal

Most solar power plants operate with funds from power 

generating companies, but in the Crane Solar Power Plant, each 

resident participated in the project by becoming a direct investor.

Razzler Co. Ltd. is operating the plant in two sequential stages. 

Phase 1 of Crane Solar Power Plant, which is scheduled for 

completion in the second half of 2020, will generate 39,000MWh 

of electricity per year with 30MW capacity. This amount of 

electricity can power approximately 10,500 households annually, 

and is the equivalent of preventing the emission of 4,413tons of 

carbon dioxide or planting 1.35 million pine trees.

Once the power plant is fully operational, residents will receive 

dividends based on profits from electricity sales, generating a 

substantial and stable income. Residents have participated in the 

first and second rounds, totaling 27.1billion KRW, and benefiting 

3,460 households. The power plant fund for communities, 

residents’ profits from the project, and new job creation are 

expected to result in an economic effect of approximately 175.4 

billion KRW.

Job creation at the power plant is as important as increasing 

residents' income. Since October 2018, some residents of Galmal-

eup have been working in new jobs during construction of 

the power plant. Once the second stage of the power plant is 

complete, 858 jobs involving direct and indirect work for the plant 

will be available.

Recruitment is expected to help revitalize the economy in 

Cheorwon, which has been stagnant for a long time due to 

military restrictions. This approach can also be applied in other 

rural areas that are experiencing continued decline of an aging 

population. Unlike in large cities, there is little new job creation 

in rural areas; if power plants with resident participation are 

introduced in these areas, income levels can be improved and new 

jobs created.

Razzler Co. Ltd. also aims to develop a smart green village 

demonstration complex in connection with the participative 

power plant project. It has been advancing for-profit and welfare 

projects such as accommodation facilities for tourists in unused 

spaces in communities, construction of pensions, household solar 

power installation, and community hall remodeling.

With the profit-sharing system, it is expected that residents’ 

income, energy self-sufficiency, and job creation will increase. The 

project is expected to continue to refresh the local economy in 

the future.

Q What sets Razzler's solar power plant project

carried out with resident participation apart from

 other energy transition projects?

First, the remarkable feature of the Crane Solar Power Plant in 

Cheorwon is that it is built with residents. Compared to previous 

projects in which operators decide everything then persuade 

residents to agree with their plans in the final phase, Razzler has 

sought win-win solutions from the beginning of the project. After 

such efforts, residents have themselves come to the idea of “our 

power plant in our community,” actively participating in the project 

with our company.

Second, while conducting projects with residents, we have 

discovered and resolved some social issues(destruction of rural 

communities due to decreasing income, and population decrease 

due to aging). As a result, social impact became a business 

strategy; we even built a smart green village business model 

through power plants. Rather than simply building a power plant, 

we are supporting energy self-sufficiency for each household 

in the community through the construction of the power plant, 

creating direct and indirect jobs for residents to help regenerate 

the function of this rural community with a better settlement.

Third, the Crane Solar Power Plant allows residents near the plant 

or in the entirety of Cheorwon-gun to participate in the project 

and share the profits. Residents invest in equity or bond funds, and 

the resultant profits will be returned to them.

Q When was the most impressive moment of the 

project?

When we visited the community for the first time in the early 

stages of the project, there were many worries about persuading 

the residents. Yet I was impressed that all the residents had a solid 

goal of “sustainable benefits for the entire community.” I began to 

think about how Razzler could solve the needs of the residents.

During project preparation, there were many difficulties in 

obtaining permission. But, residents directly participated in the 

project, emphasizing that it was necessary for the community, and 

asking for a smooth consultation. This allowed us to proceed with 

the military security consultation.

As residents actively participated in the project and made 

efforts for community development, other project stakeholders 

benchmarked this case after visiting the Cheorwon Smart Green 

Village demonstration complex. This made me feel rewarded that 

our efforts were gaining recognition.

Q Do you have any advice for organizations, local 

governments, and businesses that want to   

 replicate the Razzler case?

We are working on the project without forgetting Razzler’s 

principle of “Residents First.” Through constant communication, we 

are listening to residents’ wants and needs. Moon Hye 5-ri was a 

“prepared community” where the residents had a strong desire for 

community development. While recognizing residents’ demands, we 

have enhanced the value of our business so that we can take pride 

in doing business.

At present, the Earth is suffering from climate change caused by 

global warming, so energy diversification is desperately needed. 

We have explained to residents that renewable energy is essential; 

they are leading the project with pride in local development and 

future generations. We were able to achieve 100% acceptance from 

residents because we strived to build trust through continuous 

communication. We helped them to understand the value beyond 

profit by instilling justification and value into the project so that 

residents can feel proud. Business owners must seek win-win 

developments with residents, fully sharing the value of projects 

with them, rather than considering short-term profits.

Q What are your plans for the future?

Based on our experiences with the Crane Power Plant in Cheorwon, 

the first large-scale resident participation solar power plant in 

South Korea, we plan to expand plants of the same type to other 

regions. In addition, we plan to build a foundation for growth and 

expand various new renewable energy projects based on the 

expertise and trust we have built up so far.

In the future, we will continue to pay attention to environmental 

issues and strive to become a company that discovers and resolves 

issues in society through energy-related expertise.

Interview with

Myeong-gyun Jang 

CEO, 
Razzler Co. Ltd.

“Always think ‘Resident First’

when doing business”

Do-yong Kim, a Community Head of Cheorwon Moon Hye 5-ri

There were many solar operators before Razzler. Most companies suggested payment in exchange for permission to build power plants, and 

I refused the requests, saying that they should instead find ways to make our community sustainable. In order to select a company that was 

prepared to strike a balance with our community, we went through a strict selection process and met Razzler. With them, we were able to 

create a sustainable win-win model for 20 years rather than a temporary development fund. In addition, residents' equity in participation, 

and the creation of 36 jobs and a smart green village were discussed. As a result, we were able to achieve 100% resident participation. 

Through community projects with Razzler, Happiness Mountain Village Tetgol has been reborn as a warm community where people want to 

return; it is expected to grow into a more livable place in the future.

A Word from Project Participants

Happiness Mountain Village Tetgol in Cheorwon-gun

Hana Alternative Asset
Management

Supports and

Cooperation

Trust and 

Communication

Licensing and 

Cooperation

+

Best Practices for Energy Transition
Business

Local Government 

(Cheorwon County Office and 
Gangwon Provincial Office) 

Residents in
Happiness Mountain 

Village Tetgol 
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A New Business Growth Model 

Based on Technology and Trust

The global industrial environment in the Fourth Industrial 

Revolution is changing rapidly in response to the climate crisis 

and the spread of COVID-19. Numerous companies and startups 

are striving to find opportunities for the future, responding to 

changes in the industry by concentrating on R&D in promising 

sectors.

The energy sector is no exception. Oil demand is already in 

decline, especially in developed countries, and governments are 

keen to convert energy. However, it is difficult to predict the 

future and respond preemptively. As advanced countries have 

long been preoccupied with renewable energy, providing support 

and investment in technology, the global renewable energy 

market has been dominated by leading companies in developed 

countries such as China, the EU, the US, and Japan. Despite this, 

Hanwha Q CELLS Co. Ltd. achieved the greatest share of major 

solar power markets through bold technology investment and 

differentiated survival strategies.

Hanwha Q CELLS currently ranks first in global cumulative 

production of high-efficiency PERC cells. The annual solar cell 

production capacity of Hanwha Q CELLS is 9.6GW(4.5GW in 

Korean factories, 2.2GW in Malaysian factories, and 2.9GW in 

Chinese factories), which is equivalent to powering 14million 

households every year. However, its entry into the solar market 

was not originally successful. When the company first entered 

the Chinese solar market ten years ago, it had to engage in 

fierce competition with existing companies. Accordingly, Hanwha 

Q CELLS built a new business growth model highlighting high 

output, high efficiency, and high quality. Although the cost is 

higher, it has continued to invest boldly in technology research to 

create solar cells with high power generation efficiency. Advanced 

countries such as Germany, Japan, Europe, and Australia, which 

have high demand for premium solar products, were selected as 

the main markets.

In 2014, Hanwha Q CELLS achieved the world’s first mass 

production of PERC solar cells in GW units. It increased research 

investments in PERC, high-efficiency polysilicon-based solar cells, 

even when the solar power market suffered in the recession due 

to entry of competitive producers, oversupply, and dumping. This 

bold and continuous technology investment strategy has led to 

the company gaining the largest share of the solar power market. 

In 2018, it topped the US residential solar module market, and in 

2019, it topped the US residential and commercial solar module 

markets. Approximately 350,000 solar modules were installed in 

Facebook's Newton data center in Georgia and 680,000 modules 

were supplied to Pecos County, Midwest Texas. In addition, it 

topped solar module markets in major countries such as Japan 

and South Korea as well as Germany, the UK, and Italy, which are 

leading countries in terms of renewable energy generation.

Best Practices 
for Energy Transition

2
Leading the Global Solar Market 

with World-Class Technology 

and Products

Achieving majority market share in 
major solar power markets

Business

Best Prize

Hanwha Q CELLS 

Best Practices for Energy Transition
Business

Approximately 680,000 Hanwha Q CELLS Solar Modules Supplied to 

Pecos County, Midwest Texas, USA

Solar energy is an infinite environmentally friendly resource that provides 

solutions for the climate crisis and energy problems faced by humanity. Hanwha 

Q CELLS achieved a majority share of major solar power markets by focusing on 

quality innovation and productivity improvement. In particular, through research 

and development, it succeeded in the first mass production(in GW units) of 

high efficiency passivated emitter rear cells(PERC). It plans to continue research 

on perovskite, which is garnering attention as a next-generation solar cell 

technology.

350,000 Hanwha Q CELLS Solar Modules installed in the US Facebook Data

040
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Preparing for the Future of 

Business via the Green New Deal 

The new business growth strategy of Hanwha Q CELLS is in 

line with the Korean government's Green New Deal policy.

Countries worldwide have chosen the Green New Deal as 

one of their exit strategies in the economic crisis triggered 

by COVID-19. The Korean government is promoting the 

Korean New Deal, including the Green New Deal, as a national 

development strategy to overcome the crisis that has led 

to economic recessions and job losses and shown the need 

for climate change responses. The strategy of “thinking of 

the future in a recession” can become the key to effectively 

responding to the “post-corona” era. This is especially true 

in that it is important to build an employment safety net 

to expand the base of the low-carbon industry following 

transition to environmentally friendly energy.

At the end of 2019, cumulative investment by Hanwha Q 

CELLS in solar PV manufacturing and research in South Korea 

reached 1.4 trillion KRW. Following the establishment of 

domestic factories in 2016, it had employed 2,000 people as 

of 2019. Currently, this company produces approximately 50% 

of the solar cells made in South Korea, and its Jincheon facility 

is the world’s largest single solar cell production site. This 

will help to secure a share of up to 20% renewable energy 

generation by 2030 and has a positive effect on stabilizing 

the future job market. The average age of employees at the 

Hanwha Q CELLS plant at the end of 2019 was 29 years. Green 

growth policies aim to resolve job insecurity and regional 

inequalities by hiring local, young talent.

Hanwha Q CELLS carries out quality control based on strict 

requirements compared to the International Electrotechnical 

Commission(IEC) standards. It is also the creator of Q. Peak 

Duo, the world's best silicon-based solar module. Amid such 

quality control efforts, with recognition from the journal 

Progress in Photovoltaics: Research and Applications, the 

company ranked first globally for high-efficiency cells in 2011 

and for polycrystalline module efficiency in 2015.

Efforts are being made to expand the base of the South 

Korean solar PV market. In order to inform the general public 

about solar power plant projects, the company opened a 

solar energy startup school in collaboration with the Seoul 

Metropolitan Government. In celebration of the tenth 

anniversary of the National Assembly Climate Change Forum, 

solar trees were donated to the National Assembly building. 

Such industry-academia collaborations for technological 

development are ongoing. In 2019, agreements were signed to 

establish a Q CELLS solar PV R&D program at Sungkyunkwan 

University, and a Department of Energy Systems Engineering 

at Korea University. A research institute that conducts joint 

research on power systems with Seoul National University has 

also opened.

This company has endeavored to grow together with the 

local community. Hanwha Q CELLS delivers various social 

welfare funds and voluntary activities in North Chungcheong 

Province, where its factory is located. It supports the 

establishment of “customized classes for Hanwha Q CELLS”, 

signing agreements with Meister and specialized high schools 

in the province. A recruitment agreement with students 

enrolled in these schools helps to foster talent in the solar 

PV industry and contributes to local community education 

and economic development. It creates a new growth engine 

as well as future-oriented investment in employment. These 

efforts have had a positive effect on the national economy as 

well. Seventy percent of Hanwha Q CELLS products made in 

South Korea were exported overseas(as of 2018), and with a 

concurrent increase in domestic sales, it has been leading high 

output and high-quality products in the solar PV market.

Hanwha Q CELLS will continue to further develop source 

technology related to rear protective film, which is the core 

technology of PERC solar cells. It will carry out research in 

the Module R&D Center to play a role in introducing advanced 

technologies from Germany to Korea. In addition, through a 

research center in Pangyo New Town, research on perovskite, 

which is drawing attention as a next-generation solar cell 

technology, will continue.

Q What makes the Hanwha Q CELLS project 

different from other energy transition projects?

Hanwha Q CELLS is a “total energy solution company” that 

provides solar modules, the core materials for generating electricity 

from solar power, and power generation solutions. Our company’s 

strength is its leading position in the global market. Hanwha 

Q CELLS' products are two to three times higher quality than 

international standards and have advanced in the global market 

based on their outstanding technology. Hanwha Q CELLS is ranked 

first in terms of solar module market share in major renewable 

energy markets such as the US, Germany, and Japan.

In addition to solar modules, we have recently begun providing 

customers with various solution services, such as a supply business 

that combines solar energy with energy storage devices, an 

overseas large-scale power generation development business, 

and a power sales business. These are differentiated strengths 

compared to other energy companies that focus only on solar PV 

manufacturing.

Q What was your most unforgettable moment 

of the project?  

Hanwha joined the solar PV industry in earnest after acquiring the 

Chinese company Solarfun(which changed its name to Hanwha 

Solar One after acquisition) in 2010. Despite recession in the global 

solar PV industry, we persevered when many companies in the 

industry folded. As a for-profit corporation, our company faced 

many difficulties in operating and suffered losses for many years. 

However, the company determined that renewable energy is a 

solution that must be urgently promoted beyond industry, and 

solar power plays a crucial role in this sense. It seems that today's 

success has been achieved by steadily pioneering with this belief in 

overseas markets.

Q What advice would you give to institutions or 

companies that want to replicate your success?

South Korea is in the top three countries globally for solar PV 

module production, a major component of solar power. The 

existing silicon-based solar core technology and next-generation 

technology have strong research competitiveness, and Korean 

researchers publish many papers on these technologies in 

internationally esteemed academic journals. South Korea has no 

energy resources such as oil and gas, thus has previously faced 

difficulties in leading the energy industry. However, for renewable 

energy that utilizes energy from nature, such as sun, wind, and 

water, it can play a leading role through securing technologies 

to utilize this natural energy. In this regard, renewable energy, 

especially solar power that has the largest share among them, has 

high importance.

I believe that if we continue to do our best in the fields of 

renewable energy and energy transition, South Korea will become 

an energy-advanced country, contributing to transforming the 

paradigm of energy. In addition, I think these efforts will have 

positive impacts on future generations as they contribute both to 

industrial development and climate change responses.

Interview with

Won Park

Head of Industry PR 
Hanwha Q CELLS

“Renewable energy is more than

just an industry; it is an urgent solution to

problems faced by humanity”

Hyung-seop Shin, Rental Part Manager, Hanwha Q CELLS

We have responsibilities and expectations for energy transition as we have been collaborating with related organizations such as 

government ministries, the National Assembly, and associations. I believe that solar power generation can play the greatest role in climate 

change responses and sustainability. Currently, solar power generation does not make up a large proportion of total power generation but is 

expected to account for more than 22% by 2050. The cost of solar power generation has already proven its economic feasibility compared 

to existing energy sources in many regions; the development of solar power technology is expected to further improve this. In line with 

global trends, I hope that South Korea also accelerates its energy transition and contributes to creating a safe and clean country and Earth 

where all of us can live in peace.

1 Hanwha Q CELLS received the Intersolar Award—the most prestigious  

 award in the solar PV industry, selected based on technology and   

 innovation—for two consecutive years

2 Hanwha Q CELLS is maintaining the world's best technology  

 through various solar PV R&D networks

1

2

A Word from Project Participants

Best Practices for Energy Transition
Business
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IT-based Clean Energy Platform

with Greater Consumer Accessibility

A landscape in which solar power plants are spread across 

unused sites is no longer strange. The government has 

implemented energy policies to expand renewable energy 

generation facilities by utilizing the potential of solar energy 

in urban and rural settings. The foundation for distributed 

energy facilities is gradually being laid out, moving away 

from previous centralized energy production and distribution 

methods. However, the general public still considers solar 

power installation to be difficult because they cannot 

comprehensively access accurate information on construction, 

installation, and management, and costs and services vary 

widely depending on contractors.

Haezoom, a solar power company, has developed an online 

solar platform to address information asymmetry and to allow 

anyone to easily access solar-related information. Haezoom 

has created an energy platform based on IT, significantly 

lowering the barrier to entry so that anyone interested in 

renewable energy can utilize solar power generation.

Through its online platform, Haezoom provides general 

customers with solar-related information for free. Sunlight 

Map, a solar power profitability simulator developed in 

2012, predicts the amount of solar power generation in 

neighborhoods and confirms energy-saving effects and 

profitability.

Sunlight Map is based on geographic information system 

technology that allows users to easily and quickly predict the 

amount of solar power generation in areas of demand and 

calculate profitability when inputting addresses and building 

names. The service is divided into household and commercial 

use. The forecast report on electricity cost reduction can 

be easily confirmed when installing solar power generation 

facilities. As of February 2020, there were 1.2 million users of 

the free Sunlight Map service.

The various information services on the online platform 

reduce the likelihood of consumers suffering losses, which 

might otherwise occur based on exaggerated predictions of 

profitability arising when installing solar power generation 

facilities without basic knowledge.

 

In particular, the power generation forecasting technology in 

Sunlight Map helps consumers to objectively and scientifically 

review the effects of solar installation. Solar power generation 

companies can compare average daily power generation 

duration and suggested return rates by contractors or 

business operators through Sunlight Map.

Real-Time Power Generation Prediction
for Stable Power Grid Operation

The company has also devised methods to solve the 

problem of intermittency, which is considered a disadvantage 

of renewable energy. Considering the characteristics of 

renewable energy, in particular solar energy, it is often difficult 

to stably operate the power grid due to high temporal 

variability in electricity generation dependent on weather 

patterns. The power generation forecasting technology 

in Sunlight Map aids stable operation of renewable energy 

power grids. Solar power generation companies can predict 

the duration of power generation the day before, so that 

insufficient power can be supplemented with existing power 

sources such as nuclear power, thermal power, and LNG.

Haezoom's power generation forecasting technology is highly 

accurate, utilizing data from its own 3,300 solar power plants 

nationwide, machine-learning algorithms trained on real-time 

satellite image data, and numerical forecasting models. Real-

time weather conditions, such as solar radiation and cloud 

movement, can be identified with satellites to predict solar 

power generation from as little as one hour to as much as 72 

hours in advance.

Best Practices 
for Energy Transition
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Bringing Renewable Energy 

to the Greatest!

Contributing to Energy Transition 

via New Technology and 

Service Developments

Solar power supply to 27,000 households 
via clean energy IT platform

Business

Excellence Prize

Haezoom Corp. 

Example of Online Profitability Calculator for Household PV (Unit: KRW)

In 2012, Haezoom Corporation developed Sunlight Map, a platform that 

combines solar power generation with IT to predict solar power generation 

and inform profitability in real-time. The map provides information on the 

amount and sales cost of solar power generation up to 72 hours in advance and 

monitors current power generation status in real-time. It is an essential platform 

for solar power plants. In 2015, the company provided a solar rental service to 

expand and distribute renewable energy, installing renewable energy for 27,000 

households.

044

SL's 1,900kW solar power plant using haezoom's solution service in Anseong City, Gyeoggi Province

Best Practices for Energy Transition
Business

Forecast Report on 
Reduction in Electricity Cost

Electricity Cost before Reduction

Electricity Cost after Reduction

Saved Cost                       

KRW 100,000

KRW 17,160

KRW – 82,840
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Identifying Failures and 

Minimizing Risks Quickly Using 

Artificial Intelligence

Haezoom participated in the government's solar power rental 

project and made efforts to spread solar energy more widely 

in South Korea. The government's project is led by the private 

sector; rental service providers are responsible for installation, 

operation, and management, while consumers do not have to 

pay initial investment costs. The project contributes to the 

supply and promotion of renewable energy. It mainly targets 

households with monthly average electricity consumption of 

200kWh or more. Solar PV facilities are installed and rented 

at home; the rental fee can be covered by part of the saved 

electricity costs. Solar power facilities can be installed more 

economically with government subsidies, and households with 

high electricity consumption can significantly reduce their 

energy costs.

Companies selected as rental service providers can make 

profits from rental fees and by selling Renewable Energy 

Points(REP) and providing facility maintenance and repair 

services. REP, issued by the Korea Energy Agency, certifies 

that energy companies or individuals generating electricity 

from renewable energy can sell it to other power generation 

companies with insufficient renewable energy generation. 

Haezoom has installed solar PV power plants in approximately 

27,000 households through its solar power rental business and 

has systematically provided profitability reviews and follow-up 

services to customers through IT.

In addition, its unique maintenance services have led to high 

customer satisfaction. Maintenance, repair, and management 

services allow power plants to maintain their optimal operating 

status through Haezoom’s easy and systematic follow-

up service. As solar power plants are a long-term business 

expected to make profits by stably producing electricity for 

more than 20 years, ongoing plant management is as important 

as installation. Insufficient management can lead to economic 

losses when power generation efficiency decreases or failure 

interrupts operation. Haezoom has developed an abnormality 

detection system to minimize damage on power plant 

operations.

The abnormality detection system(patent application submitted 

in 2017) analyzes weather data and location-based big data by 

applying machine learning. It quickly detects abnormal signs by 

comparing power generation of a given power plant with that 

of other solar plants nearby. The system identifies causes of 

any discrepancies and supports rapid responses at the power 

plants, greatly improving management efficiency.

Haezoom holds intellectual property rights and patents related 

to advanced technologies for predicting power generation and 

detecting failures and causes of abnormalities in power plants. 

It is leading the expansion of solar power supply based on 

excellent technologies.

In 2020, Haezoom is focusing on the advancement of solar 

power generation forecasting technology using AI and imagery 

from the Cheollian satellite. In the power brokerage business 

that allows trade in electricity from renewable energy, small-

scale solar power generation companies will have support to 

efficiently trade electricity.

Q What strengths or characteristics differentiate 

your work from other energy transition projects?

Energy transition has been attempted in diverse fields, such as 

solar PV installation, technology development, platform utilization, 

and direct utilization. Haezoom started the Sunlight Map service 

in South Korea in 2013 to allow general consumers to easily obtain 

accurate solar information. It is now the largest solar online 

platform nationally and has over one million users. Biz Haezoom, a 

solar B2B service for contractors, launched in 2014 and operates a 

platform for professionals currently used by 500 companies. The 

platform allows contractors to quickly review relevant information 

and distribute solar power facilities based on more accurate 

information.

In addition, we attempted to technologically upgrade energy 

transition using machine learning technology and Cheollian satellite 

data. Since 2013, Haezoom has developed technology that can 

predict solar power generation up to 72 hours in advance, which is 

equivalent to technology levels in Germany, Australia, and the UK. 

The technology has been used for feasibility reviews of solar power 

projects and for efficient maintenance. If the difference between 

expected and actual power generation is outside the error range, 

problems can be quickly diagnosed and addressed.

Q What was your most rewarding moment of 

the project?

The most rewarding moment was seeing the satisfaction of 

customers who self-installed Haezoom solar PV facilities, evidenced 

in accurate project reviews before installation and post-installation 

management. They often encourage others to begin using our 

products and services.

Other rewarding moments include when we received the 

Technology Chairman Award from the Korea Meteorological 

Administration in 2017, the Excellence Award in the Urban 

Innovation Challenge hosted by the UN World Federation in 2018, 

the Best Prize in the Busan Smart City First Street Contest, and the 

Encouragement and Excellence Awards in the solar and wind power 

sectors, respectively, in the renewable generation forecasting 

competition hosted by the Korea Power Exchange in 2019.

Q What advice would you give to institutions or 
companies that want to replicate your success  

 and attain the level of recognition that you have  

 achieved? 

We focused on previously unavailable services in South Korea by 

examining what made people feel uncomfortable when installing 

solar power generation equipment. In addition, we tried to provide 

new services based on the core technology of Haezoom. When 

providing various user-centered services it is helpful to consider 

users’ needs.

Q What are your plans for the future?

In solar power projects, in addition to preliminary feasibility reviews 

and connection to solar power installation services, we have 

strengthened IT-based maintenance services, which is the core of 

solar power facilities, for long-term use. We are also preparing to 

connect to power brokerage businesses in the future.

Interview with

Da-seul Kim

Head of Department

Haezoom Corporate Management Office

Jin-guk Song, Resident Representative of Shin Dong-Ah Familie Complex 2

Rooftop solar power has reduced our complex’s shared electricity bills, and mini solar power reduces the electricity bill for each household. 

As the shared electricity bills decreased, residents showed great interest in veranda solar power, resulting in an increase in solar power 

installations on verandas. Out of a total of 410 households, 307 have installed solar power generation. The shared electricity bill before 

installation was 20,000 to 25,000 KRW, falling to 0 KRW after installation. Due to the need to heat pipes in winter, we pay a small shared 

fee only when the heating wire is switched on. After installing solar power generation, electricity bills were reduced considerably more than 

expected, and now it became an apartment complex with no shared electricity bills.

Hyun-hee Noh, Solar Power Rental Service Customer in Detached House, Iksan, North Jeolla Province

At first, I was dubious about the effect. The monthly electricity bill before installation was an average of 50,000-60,000 KRW, but now it is 

less than 5,000 KRW. The cooling cost burden in summer has also decreased. The rental fee for solar power facilities is around 40,000 KRW, 

but I think I made a great choice because I am enjoying bigger profits.

Technologies and Services to Address Solar Problems

“Efforts to provide user-oriented

services should consider the needs and

desires of users”

A Word from Project Participants

Best Practices for Energy Transition
Business

Main Achievements of Haezoom

No. 1 for Home Installation 
for 5 consecutive years

(Solar Power Rental Service 
for Homes)

46,498 Service Requests
(As of the day)

3,381 Plants Constructed 
and Managed

(As of the day)

1,220,600 Service Users
(As of the day)

Technology for Predicting 
Amount of Solar Power 

Generation
(Patent Registration)

AI-based Abnormality 
Detection Technology
(Patent Registration)

Project Feasibility Review

Maintenance

Haezoom Sunlight Map

Haezoom Profitability Calculator

Haezoom Simulation of Past Power 
Generation Amount

Profitability Report System for 
Apartment House

Power Plant Monitoring System in 
Real-Time

Haezoom Abnormality Detection 
System

Haezoom Abnormality Detection System

Abnormality
Diagnosis

Identification of 
Causes

Solutions

Machine
Learning(AI)
Technology
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Citizens as Energy Agents 

There is a saying that “there is no single answer” to a given 

problem. Various approaches are required to solve energy 

problems associated with global warming and fossil fuel 

depletion. Ansan City has successfully led energy transition 

through various energy projects, while putting citizens at the 

center of the process.

Energy transition does not simply mean changing sources of 

energy for power generation, because everything that makes 

daily life possible requires energy. Therefore, in the energy 

policy-making process, it is crucial to recognize citizens as 

the main energy agents, conducting projects together rather 

than considering them as energy consumers. Ansan City 

declared the Ansan Energy Vision 2030 on February 4, 2016, 

which commits to creating an energy-independent city in 

which citizens participate as key actors. Various projects, 

including meetings with apartment block representatives, 

lights-off events, energy diagnosis and consulting services for 

households, and residents' club activities, are working towards 

this policy, aiming to foster 100,000 “energy citizens.”

A representative project is the creation of Ansan Energy Saving 

Village. A total of 94,887 households participated in this project 

from 2017 to 2019 aiming to create an energy-saving lifestyle. 

The project has fostered 4,053 youth energy supporters to 

support the future sustainability of energy transition.

The Ansan Citizens' Solar Power Generation Cooperative 

has expanded the supply of renewable energy and the 

space for citizen participation in response to climate 

change. In 2018, a solar power plant was installed on 

the surface of sedimentation basins in the Ansan water 

pur if ication plant, with resident par ticipation. This 

contributed to the expansion of solar power generation 

projects on unused sites in water supply and drainage 

facilities. There are currently 23 Ansan citizens’ solar 

power plants with 2,592kW capacity. There are often 

conflicts with residents regarding solar power generation 

due to environmental damage. Ansan City actively utilized 

unused sites such as rooftops of public facilities, parking 

lots, and water purification plants to increase residents’ 

acceptance, while creating greater awareness of the need 

for energy transition. Profits from power generation were 

utilized for projects that could benefit residents, such as 

energy welfare funds, energy training, and energy policy 

projects, leading to a virtuous cycle of profit sharing and 

community revitalization.

The establishment and operation of the Ansan energy 

market has been supported in order to bring energy 

transition into everyday life. Energy markets enable more 

efficient energy use and greater acceptance of energy 

transition, and are run by cooperatives composed of 

residents. Through the energy market, Ansan City has 

tried to naturally change residents’ perception of energy 

consumption and increase their interest in high-efficiency 

energy products.

It has also strived to expand and supply renewables to 

create an energy-independent city. In July 2020, there 

were 2,367 renewable energy facilities including tidal, 

wind, and solar power, as well as fuel cells, with a total 

capacity of 301,038kW. Annual generation reaches 

670,141,420kWh, which is equivalent to greenhouse gas 

emission reduction of 307,862tCO2eq.1) The proportion 

of renewable power generation in Ansan City currently 

shows a steady increase of 9.7%.

Best Practices 
for Energy Transition

2
Dreaming of Green Growth

Via Energy Production and

Saving Businesses with Citizens

Ansan City: 
Energy Transition with Citizen Participation

Local Government

Grand Prize

Ansan City, 

Gyeonggi Province

Completion Ceremony for the First Resident Participation Solar Power Plant held 

at Ansan Water Purification Plant (September 28, 2018)

1) CO2eq (carbon dioxide equivalent): The amounts of other GHGs converted to 

the equivalent amount of carbon dioxide, a representative GHG.

Ansan City is responding to changes in the energy paradigm through energy 

saving and production campaigns with citizens. The city is pursuing various 

projects, aiming for 200% power independence and 30% share of renewable 

energy generation by 2030. It has achieved tangible results, including an 

expanded supply of renewable energy and the establishment of smart hydrogen 

pipeline systems. Ansan City has been reborn as an energy transition center 

with an environmentally friendly energy policy that reflects local characteristics.

The First Resident Participation-type Solar Power Plant (sedimentation basins in the Ansan water purification plant)
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Construction of First Smart 

Hydrogen Pipe Network System in 

Hydrogen Demonstration City

The Ansan Government is promoting a project to connect a 

hydrogen production base and a hydrogen charging station by 

pipe, which is the nation’s first local government-led project. 

It is scheduled for completion in March 2021. The base and the 

charging station will be connected by underground pipes of 

2.4km in length. This is a completely new approach to supplying 

hydrogen to charging stations; previously tube trailers were 

used. Hydrogen produced in the Banwol National Industrial 

Complex is supplied to the charging station in Danwon-gu 

through high-pressure piping.

The Ansan government has resolved residents' anxiety by 

introducing a smart pipe network system to increase safety. 

Hydrogen supply in the underground system is remotely 

monitored 24 hours a day. Harmful factors such as gas leakage 

can be detected in advance, resulting in greater residents’ 

acceptance.

Relevant systems are also being improved. According to the 

Korean Standard Industrial Classification, in principle, it was 

impossible to build a “manufactured hydrogen charging station” 

in the “industrial facility area.” The Ansan government has 

achieved tangible deregulation through active demands to 

the Office for Government Policy Coordination and related 

ministries. The deregulation that permits construction of 

hydrogen charging stations in the “industrial facility area in the 

industrial complex” has provided an innovative foundation for 

expanding the supply of hydrogen charging stations in industrial 

complexes nationwide.

Daebudo Designated as a Special

 Industrial Zone for New Renewables

Daebu Island has been designated a specialized zone for the 

renewable energy industry, actively utilizing the geographical 

and environmental features of Ansan. The city has 

geographical advantages suitable for producing renewable 

energy, such as Sihwa Lake, which hosts a tidal power plant. 

By specializing in such features, Daebu Island will become a 

center for the convergence of marine tourism and renewable 

energy. The Daebu Island Specialized Zone for Renewable 

Energy Industry will be built on an area of approximately 

113,961.3m2, covering the entirety of Daebu Island and part of 

Sihwa MTV.

There are three specialized projects: creation of renewable 

energy facilities; revitalization of high value-added energy; 

and revitalization of the energy tourism industry. Individual 

projects include: construction of a distributed grid in 

Daebu Island; construction of a smart farm integrated with 

renewable energy; on-site fuel cell installation projects; and 

Daebu Island energy town. In particular, Daebu Island Energy 

Town has received a great response from residents. High fuel 

costs on Daebu Island are a major obstacle to community 

development. Creation of the energy town is expected to 

contribute to the local economy and tourism revitalization 

by solving the fuel cost issue for residents and expanding 

renewable energy facilities.

The designation of Daebu Island as a specialized zone for 

renewable energy industry, which is expected to generate 

synergies through the convergence of existing tourism 

infrastructure and renewable energy facilities, and the smart 

pipe network project that connects hydrogen production 

bases and hydrogen charging stations are considered part of 

the Green New Deal of Ansan. The Green New Deal should 

focus on promoting investment and employment in sectors 

responding to climate change. Various energy projects in 

Ansan enable the region to develop in an environmentally 

friendly manner, and citizens to enjoy the benefits of regional 

economic development.

In the future, Ansan will strive to continuously draw citizens’ 

attention to energy and its conservation in their daily lives. 

In addition, it will lay the foundation for energy transition for 

sustainable development while promoting various projects to 

develop Ansan as a green energy city.

Q What are the strengths of the Ansan government 

approach that differentiate it from other energy  

 transition projects?

Ansan has built a solid foundation for energy transition, including 

a world-class tidal power plant, an energy town on Daebu 

Island to revitalize the local economy and energy supply, and an 

improved energy market with awareness of energy consumption. 

In December 2019, it was selected as a hydrogen demonstration 

city. In May 2020, Daebu Island and some areas of Sihwa MTV 

were designated as specialized zones for the renewable energy 

industry. In this sense, we are proud that the renewable energy 

infrastructure required for local energy transition is a great 

strength that differentiates us from other local governments.

Active citizen participation is key to energy transition in Ansan. 

Since the declaration of the Ansan Energy Vision 2030, we have 

strived to develop Ansan into an energy-independent city through 

cooperation with civic groups, specialized organizations, and 

administrative organizations.

Q What was the most rewarding moment for you 

during the project?

Since the announcement of the roadmap for revitalizing the 

hydrogen economy in January 2019, hydrogen has been highlighted 

as an environmentally friendly zero-carbon fuel. The Ansan 

government has made great efforts to participate in this trend of 

hydrogen economy revitalization. As a result, the city was selected 

for hydrogen demonstration, and we are building the nation’s first 

hydrogen charging station connected by underground pipe to its 

production base.

Banwol and Sihwa are industrial complexes in Ansan. It is expected 

that the utilization of industrial complex sites could solve some 

issues with residents’ acceptance. In this process, regulations 

hindering the construction of hydrogen charging stations in 

industrial areas became an obstacle, but we made repeated 

efforts to ease the regulations. Eventually, the Ministry of Trade, 

Industry, and Energy decreed that it was possible to construct 

manufactured hydrogen charging stations in industrial areas within 

industrial complexes; this was the most rewarding moment.

Q What advice would you give to institutions or 

companies that want to replicate your success?

The Korean government has recently announced a Korean-

style New Deal, within which the Green New Deal has become 

a preoccupation in the energy sector. It seems that efforts 

towards low-carbon energy transition have become an obligation 

rather than an option not only for the government, but also for 

institutions, businesses, and individuals. Therefore, I would like to 

say that greater efforts should be made not only to save energy 

but also to improve the energy production environment, such 

as through the introduction of devices and systems that enable 

efficient energy operation.

Q What are your plans for the future?  

In September 2020, the Ansan government planned to lay the 

foundations for establishing and operating an energy center 

through the revision of the Sustainable Energy City Ordinance. 

Based on that, in 2021, we plan to promote professional and 

systematic energy transition projects through the energy center. 

In addition, we plan to develop various projects fit for the Green 

New Deal policy, while increasing citizen participation.

Interview with

Jung-mi Kim

Local Administrative Manager, 
Energy Policy Division, Ansan City, 

Gyeonggi Province

Hyun-sook Koo, Head of Management, Ansan Humansia Complex 5

The secret to saving energy in our complex is promotion, communication, and participation. Through bulletin boards and broadcasting, we 

have actively promoted energy saving and efficient energy consumption to residents, and they have communicated with each other and 

focused on saving energy. As a result, we were able to achieve energy saving in everyday life. We plan to implement an energy transition 

wherein residents can participate more directly by reducing energy consumption and replacing LED lights in common areas.

Smart Pipe Network Connection for Hydrogen Production Base-Charging Station

Daebudo Special Industrial Zone for New Renewables

1	Creation	of	Daebudo	Energy	Town

2	Sihwa	MTV	Eco-friendly	Energy		
	 Town	Creation

3	On-site	Fuel	Cell	Installation	Project

4	Distributed	Grid	Construction	in		

	 Daebudo

Creation of New and
Renewable Energy Facilities

5	Creation	of	New	and	Renewable		 	
	 Energy	Village

6	Establishment	of	Smart	Farm		 	
	 Integrated	with	New	and	
	 Renewable	Energy

7	Operation	of	Resident	Participation			
	 Solar	Power	Plant

Activation of
High Value- Added Energy

8	Creation	of	New	and	Renewable		 	
	 Energy	Space	for	Energy	Tourist
	 Attractions

9	Operation	of	Renewable	Energy		 	
	 Experience	Tour	and	Youth	Energy		 	
	 Festival

	 �	Ansan City and all specialized zones

Activation of
Energy Tourism Industry
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“Active citizen participation is

the key to energy transition in Ansan”

A Word from Project Participants
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People’s Daily Life Improved by 

Local Government Enacting Policies

Local governments have become increasingly active in 

accelerating energy transition. This is due to greater awareness 

of the urgent need to respond to the climate crisis and the 

need for revitalization of the local economy and employment 

following COVID-19. In particular, the role of local governments 

in implementing policies affecting people’s daily life is truly 

enormous.

Hwaseong City chose the Green New Deal as a means of 

effectively responding to the climate crisis and economic 

recession while building a sustainable city through major 

economic transformation. This city's Green New Deal is a 

customized policy considering local conditions while reflecting 

the national government’s Green New Deal. It addresses 

greenhouse gas emission reduction, inclusive economic growth, 

and improved urban resilience. Under these three core aims, 

the Green New Deal aims for Hwaseong to be reborn as a 

smart environmentally friendly city that grows together with 

Hwaseong citizens.

The Hwaseong Green New Deal will invest 2.15 trillion KRW 

by 2025 to promote six major goals and 28 corresponding 

key projects. The renewable energy supply will be expanded 

by 2030 with the following aims: reduction in greenhouse 

gas emissions by 430,000 tons per year, 2.5 million MW of 

environmentally friendly power generation per year, and 

creation of 100,000 jobs.

To implement policies more effectively, a task force has been 

formed to establish plans for the six goals and 28 projects. 

The six major goals include: development of a smart, free 

transportation system; designation of Gyeonggi Bay as a 

Specialized Green New Deal District; operation of a citizen fund 

for energy transition whereby citizens can participate in and 

share profits from the transition to renewable energy; creation 

of safe and healthy green spaces; and clean water circulation 

through the introduction of a smart water supply and the 

demonstration of urban water circulation technology.

Best Practices 
for Energy Transition

2
Hwaseong’s Green New Deal 

towards a Sustainable and 

Eco-Friendly City

Leading a Green New Deal via expansion 
of the renewable energy supply

Local Government

Best Prize

Hwaseong City, 

Gyeonggi Province

Hwaseong City is pursuing its own Green New Deal to overcome the economic 

recession caused by COVID-19 and to achieve balanced development in urban 

and rural areas. It has contributed to a significant increase in the amount of 

renewable energy generation, such as from solar power, by promoting power 

generation projects in various ways, and by providing training programs to 

increase citizens' awareness of renewable energy. Based on these efforts, 

Hwaseong City has achieved remarkable outcomes, ranking first in renewable 

energy generation in Gyeonggi Province in 2018.
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Completion of the HyNet Hydrogen Station in Dongtan, Hwaseong City (October 8, 2020)

1 Policy goals of Green New Deal for Hwaseong City   

2 Solar power generation facilities installed on roof of a detached house as a new renewable energy housing support project ⓒHwaseong City  
3 Houses participating in development of energy independent community

3

2

1

Best Practices for Energy Transition
Local Governm

ent

Goal Unit: million

Total Investment Project Cost

GHG Reductions of 430,000 tons per year

Six Goals and 28 Main Projects

Job Creation of 100,000 

Production of Eco-Friendly Power Generation of
2.5 million MW per year

GHS Reductions 
(Year)

Category

Realization of 
Free Transportation 
System

Citizen Fund Operation
Realization of 
Green Homeland

Expanded Transition 
to Renewable Energy

Gyeonggi Bay 
Designated as Specialized 
Green New Deal District  

Clean Water 
Circulation

Job Creation 
(cumulative)

Eco-Friendly Power 
Generation (Year)

Invest KRW 3.69 trillion by 2030
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Promotion of Renewable Energy 

Supply with Residents

Hwaseong City is pursuing energy transition policies in all sectors 

where greenhouse gases are emitted, such as transportation, 

construction, energy, and water. Energy-independent community 

development, renewable energy housing support, and solar power 

installation pilots for apartment blocks are particularly meaningful 

as they have been developed with residents.

In energy-independent community development, 104 residential 

and commercial solar power generation facilities of 354kW 

capacity have been installed in four communities(Sanghak 2-ri, 

Ryukil 2-ri, Wonan-ri, and Gungpyeong-ri) over the past three 

years. Community residents are the main actors, creating an 

environmentally friendly community and directly participating in 

energy production. This has improved residents' awareness of 

solar power generation.

In addition, installing renewable energy such as solar, geothermal, 

and fuel cells in detached houses and apartment blocks has been 

promoted in the Renewable Energy Housing Support Project, 

which partially supports installation costs. From 2018 to 2019, 

renewable energy power generation facilities with 1,795kW 

capacity(1,182kW solar and 613kW geothermal heat) were supplied 

to 436 households; in 2020, an additional 246 households will be 

supported.

The city is promoting installation of solar power generation in 

social welfare facilities such as senior citizen centers and local 

amenities such as Hwaseong Sports Town. Two demonstration 

complexes in apartment blocks within the city boundary have 

been selected to receive partial(70%) support for solar installation 

costs under the Pilot Project for Solar Power Installation in 

Apartments. Approximately 130 million KRW of annual electricity 

bills will be saved through this project, contributing to energy self-

sufficiency through lowering electricity bills.

In June 2020, approximately 253 million KRW was invested in 

the leading energy independence project in Gyeonggi Province 

to construct the Yanggam-myeon Community Service Center, 

integrated with renewable energy facilities. Solar power 

generation facilities were installed on unused sites, such as the 

center’s roof and parking lot, and environmentally friendly facilities 

such as electric vehicle charging facilities and solar street lights 

were provided. In addition, the energy-vulnerable were able to 

receive support from profits from an ICT monitoring system that 

can efficiently manage the facilities.

Hwaseong City has been pursuing related projects to reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions and support energy welfare through 

integrated renewable energy facilities. There have been tangible 

results; in 2018, Hwaseong had the greatest amount of renewable 

energy generation(36,147,270kW) in Gyeonggi Province. This was 

made possible through the local government’s proactive business 

promotion and permission for power generation projects to 

supply renewable energy, showing excellence in the available 

potential of renewable energy and its quantitative performance.

Infrastructure Expansion

for the Hydrogen Economy

Hwaseong City actively promotes projects that revitalize the 

hydrogen economy, which is attracting attention as a new 

engine of growth for the next generation. In order to become 

a hydrogen economy city, a new hydrogen energy team 

was established in July 2019, and detailed action plans were 

developed for the Strategy for Hydrogen Economy Promotion in 

Hwaseong. The roadmap details aims to supply 1,500 hydrogen 

cars and 50 hydrogen buses, as well as constructing 10 charging 

stations by 2022. An investment of 47.25 billion KRW over three 

years will promote the hydrogen industry.

By 2020, national and local funds will be used to create public 

hydrogen charging stations, and additional exclusive charging 

stations at two locations. Three hydrogen charging stations 

are currently being installed, each with a capacity of 250kg and 

located in front of Hwaseong City Hall(No. 1), in the parking lot 

of Hwaseong Sports Town(No. 2), and the Dongtan 2 Water 

Quality Restoration Center(No. 3). The charging stations are 

scheduled to begin operation in the second half of 2020. 

In addition, there are efforts to create a hydrogen industry 

ecosystem; 218 hydrogen vehicles have been supplied and three 

90MW fuel cell power plants secured.

Hwaseong City is planning to expand public-private partnerships 

so that the Hwaseong Green New Deal policy project can be 

smoothly promoted. As the number of renewable energy-

related projects increases, there will be more training programs 

to improve citizens’ awareness of renewable energy.

Q What are the characteristics of this city that 

differentiate it from other energy transition   

 projects?

The Hwaseong government is very interested in renewable energy, 

and in April 2018, a Renewable Energy Division was established. As 

a result of actively promoting policies to expand the renewable 

energy supply, we recorded the highest amount of renewable 

energy generation(36,147,270kW) of all cities and counties in 

Gyeonggi Province in 2018.

In July 2019, in line with the government's policy to revitalize the 

hydrogen economy, a hydrogen energy team was established and 

a task force was formed to develop the Hwaseong Green New Deal 

policies. At the local government level, we continue to establish 

preemptive policies for energy transition and promotion of relevant 

projects.

Q What was your most unforgettable moment of 

the project?

While promoting the project to create an energy-independent 

community, we confirmed that household electricity bills were 

greatly reduced through support for solar power facilities. In 

addition, as energy profits from community power plants seeded 

a community development fund, residents were able to recognize 

the effects of the project, showing high levels of satisfaction. It 

was a rewarding moment when I visited the site and found that 

residents were happy and thankful that their electricity bills had 

been significantly reduced.

The pilot project for solar power installation in apartment blocks is 

currently facing difficulties due to fierce opposition from residents. 

Vague anxiety and negative perceptions about solar power among 

the general public have been identified as the biggest obstacle to 

renewable energy supply projects. The current most urgent task is 

to improve the negative perception of residents.

Q What advice would you give to organizations or 

companies that want to replicate your success?

As renewable energy-related projects often do not directly show 

effects in proportion to their required budget, it is crucial to draw 

the attention of organizational leaders to environmental issues 

in order to develop projects. Related projects can be actively 

promoted only when there is advance recognition that the supply 

of renewable energy is an important countermeasure to climate 

change, for example through greenhouse gas emission reductions. 

I believe that if we establish a separate energy division or connect 

systemically with environment-related departments, we will be able 

to conduct projects more effectively.

Q What are your plans for the future?

There is now an increasing number of cases where citizens 

are creating cooperatives and directly producing renewable 

energy. Hwaseong City is taking its first steps, and through close 

collaboration with other divisions or departments, we plan to 

actively utilize unused public facilities and sites in the future to 

increase renewable energy supply and its development.

Interview with

Sang-cheol Park

Manager of 
Renewable Energy Department,
Hwaseong Government Renewable Energy

Jongho Jeon, Representative of Sanghak 2-ri Energy Independent Community

In 2019, our community installed household solar power generation facilities and community-based commercial power plants through an 

energy-independent community development project. After installation, residents were very satisfied with the reduction in their electricity 

bills and there has been additional demand. Annual profits from the community-based power plant are used to support energy-vulnerable 

people or for the welfare of community residents. I would like to expand and implement similar projects so that more residents can enjoy 

the same benefits. Renewable Energy Generation and Current Power Generation Project Permits

Hwaseong 
City

Anseong 
City

Yeoju City

Icheon City

Pyeongtaek
City

36,147,270kW

28,797,710kW

27,062,430kW

23,479,390kW

19,486,320kW

Ranking

Renewable Energy
Generation

Current Power Generation 
Business Permit

City
Generation Capacity 

(kWh)
City

Permitted Capacity 
(kW)

First Hwaseong 36,147,270 Hwaseong
26,081

(253 plants)

Second Anseong 28,797,710 Pocheon
19,60

(145 plants)

Third Yeoju 27,062,430 Anseong
18,048

(124 plants)

“Recognition of climate change responses

like GHG reductions should come first”

A Word from Project Participants
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People’s Daily Life Improved by 

Local Government Enacting Policies

Dangjin City is located at the northernmost tip of the west coast 

of South Chungcheong Province. Its development has relied on 

convenient transportation such as the West Coast Expressway, 

Dangjin Yeongdeok Expressway, and port facilities. During the 

economic growth period, it supported national primary industries 

while supplying power from coal-fired power plants. However, 

as the fossil fuel-oriented energy system has caused various 

social problems such as climate change and fine dust pollution, 

removing dependence on coal has become key. Dangjin is a 

power production base, supplying approximately 10 million kW of 

electricity to metropolitan areas. Citizens’ property and health 

rights have been violated; long-term operation of coal-fired power 

plants has caused significant direct and indirect damage, such as 

environmental pollution. Accordingly, Dangjin has prepared a new 

energy growth policy that meets contemporary trends and the 

needs of citizens.

In September 2018, Dangjin established a vision for energy 

transition with citizen participation in accordance with the 

Regional Energy Plan. The goal of citizen-centered energy 

transition is the development of Dangjin through changes in 

energy sources. To develop policies for climate change responses, 

the Dangjin government integrated the Energy Transition 

Policy Division into the newly established Climate and Energy 

Department from the existing Regional Economic Department. 

The goal is to connect environmentally friendly energy policies 

both to local economic growth and to responses to the climate 

crisis, providing a source of sustainable future growth.

Dangjin City and its citizens have made decisions on energy 

policies interactively and in solidarity rather than in a one-way 

approach. A representative achievement is the withdrawal of 

approval for the construction of new coal-fired power plants in 

Dangjin.

According to the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Basic Plans on 

Electricity Demand and Supply, construction of two 580,000kW 

thermal power plants was planned in Dangjin. However, with 

the 6,000MW coal-fired power plant already in operation, it was 

difficult to accommodate the construction of additional thermal 

power plants. The Dangjin government raised social concerns 

about the construction of additional coal-fired power plants 

given the problems of fine dust pollution and greenhouse gas 

emission. Citizens’ claims that fossil fuel-centered industrial and 

development structures must be changed in order to cope with 

the rapidly changing global energy environment gradually gained 

strength.

The Dangjin government and its citizens formed a consensus 

on the prevention of new coal-fired power plant construction 

through meetings, briefing sessions, workshops, and meetings 

after establishing a local government council for energy policy 

conversion in 2017. In December 2017, according to the Eighth 

Basic Plan on Electricity Supply and Demand, Dangjin Eco Power 

Plants 1 and 2 switched their fuels to LNG from coal. In December 

2018, based on demands from Dangjin City and acceptance by 

business operators, plans for new power plants were withdrawn. 

Instead, a 9.8MW solar power facility and a 24.5MWh ESS complex 

will be constructed.

Best Practices 
for Energy Transition

2
Putting the Brake on 

Coal-Fired Power 

While Accelerating 

Energy Transition

Dangjin City: Energy transition led by citizensLocal Government

Excellence Prize

Dangjin City, 

South Chungcheong 

Province

Thermal power plants in Dangjin have played a key role in supplying energy 

to other regions during the economic growth period. However, in response to 

the climate crisis and the trend of energy transition towards environmentally 

friendly energy, the city of Dangjin has been contemplating a reduction in 

thermal power generation. The public and private sectors have agreed to lead 

the withdrawal of new coal-fired power plants. Dangjin citizens are at the center 

of this transition from fossil fuels to clean energy.

Twenty-five local governments urged the withdrawal of approval for Dangjin Coal Power Plant(April 11, 2017)

056

Citizen-led Dangjin City Energy Transition Vision Declaration Ceremony (September 28, 2018)

Best Practices for Energy Transition
Local Governm

ent
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Dangjin Ecopower Solar Photovoltaics Plant

Dangjin City Leading 

Energy Transition in South Korea

The Dangjin Government has endeavored for the reorganization 

of clean energy-oriented projects to improve the quality of life 

for citizens. To this end, the Dangjin City Energy Center opened 

in 2019, and its Climate and Energy Division was established 

in 2020 to develop and promote various energy transition 

projects.

Dangjin City Energy Center, established in Seokmun-myeon, 

Dangjin City, conducts projects such as training, promotion, 

and building a network of cooperation so that citizens can build 

consensus on energy transition policies. Citizen instructors 

and basic resource surveyors for energy transition are being 

trained; the center has provided training programs to related 

organizations, institutions, and communities on energy-

appropriate technologies, solar energy, and greenhouse gas 

emission reduction in rural areas. A measure to promote energy 

welfare is being developed. The Energy Center is also promoting 

housing improvement projects to supply solar power and LEDs 

and increase energy efficiency, in cooperation with the Social 

Welfare Division of Dangjin City.

In September 2018, a vision for energy transition was 

established in Dangjin through a public-private partnership. 

The Dangjin government declared Dangjin a citizen-led energy 

transition city and set five strategic goals and prepared 

detailed implementation plans. The goals are to change energy 

production to coal-free fuels; reduce energy consumption 

through corporate participation; introduce an energy-aware 

culture; create a participative energy economy; and achieve 

energy autonomy and decentralization.

 

The citizen participation group proposed an energy policy 

that considers the local characteristics of Dangjin City. This 

has provided an energy policy that can be achieved based 

on citizens’ experiences. Practical policies contribute to 

transforming Dangjin City's image from that of a center 

for coal-fired power into a city centered on future energy 

conversion.

In addition, the Dangjin government has developed various 

energy transition projects, such as the expansion of renewable 

energy and support for transforming the local energy industry. 

By promoting resident-led solar power generation projects, 

there has been greater supply of solar power to apartments, 

verandas, and rooftops; prevention of expansion of steel towers 

and transmission lines while promoting undegroundization; 

and efforts to increase the energy welfare of citizens. Projects 

such as the RE100 Industrial Complex, the Energy Industry 

Convergence Complex, and the Power Free Trade and Free 

Regulation Zone are being promoted so that energy transition 

can have positive effects on the local industrial structure.

Dangjin City plans to promote energy infrastructure construction 

projects that can serve as the basis for qualitative local 

growth in cooperation with the government, corporations, 

and institutions. In addition, in order to encourage distributed 

energy led by local governments, residents, and innovative 

organizations, the Local Energy Basic Plan will be upgraded and 

a distributed energy spread model will be established in each 

area. In preparation for the end of lifetime of existing coal-fired 

power plants, a plan for their conversion to the local energy 

industry is being developed.

Q What characteristics of Dangjin City’s energy 

transition project differentiate it from other   

 examples?

Dangjin City has been supplying power to metropolitan areas 

for more than 20 years. Citizens and the Dangjin government 

opposed the introduction of new coal-fired power plants in the 

city. It is meaningful to prevent new coal-fired power plants with 

citizen power, but I think the greatest feature of the project is the 

introduction of complexes with new solar power and ESS in pursuit 

of supplying clean electricity to the national power grid.

I believe that Dangjin's energy transition efforts, which can prevent 

unstable power supply and demand while providing clean electricity 

to the nation to stop the climate crisis, will be a model for other 

regions as well.

Q What was your most unforgettable moment of 

the project?

Projects to establish energy policies in Dangjin are closely 

interlinked at several stages. First of all, there have been systematic 

administrative procedures: the Basic Energy Ordinance was 

enacted; Dangjin became the first regional energy center in South 

Korea at the city and county level, and the energy committee 

was established; and the Energy Fund Installation and Operation 

Ordinance was enacted. In addition, the Climate and Energy Division 

was established and the Resident Participation-type Energy 

Transition Support Ordinance was prepared. In particular, we are 

proud that we have been constantly striving to become a local 

government that establishes professional and practical energy 

policies such as the RE100 Industrial Complex.

Q Is there any advice you can give to institutions, 

local governments, or companies that want to  

 replicate your success?

Energy transition is mandatory; it is no longer optional. Dangjin 

City wants to prepare for a situation where renewable energy 

is essential. Amid climate change and population decline, taking 

advantage of this crisis represents an opportunity. Dangjin City 

is ready to collaborate openly with institutions and companies 

that have strengths in the Fourth Industrial Revolution and future 

new industries. Future generations will view the world from a 

completely different perspective.

The attitude of breaking through inertia, sharing new perspectives, 

and adopting new ways of doing new business will allow you to 

find great opportunities. The Dangjin government will always 

maintain its flexible attitude, as it stands for energy transition by 

withdrawing approval for new coal-fired power plants.

Kwang-Hyun Han,

Manager of the Climate and Energy Department, Dangjin Government

Dangjin City is the best place to transform existing industries into future industries through energy transition. While establishing a vision for 

energy transition and developing diverse energy transition projects with citizens, I feel proud that the local administration and citizens have 

led energy transition together. As we have been striving to transform regional energy thus far, we will continue to do our best to ensure 

that Dangjin can become a city that leads energy transition in South Korea.

“Attitudes to share new perspectives

and adopt new ways of doing business”

A Word from Project Participants

Best Practices for Energy Transition
Local Governm

ent

Interview with

Dong-Hyeon Lee Team Leader
Gyu-seop Park Assistant Director
Climate and Energy Department, 

Dangjin Government
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Every little helps!

Revenue Creation Model 

with Hidden Energy

Demand response resource projects and 
expansion of renewable energy

Public Institutions 

Grand Prize

Seoul Energy 

Corporation
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Operation Platform of Demand Response Resource Project
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Site Inspection of Roof Solar Panel

Profit Sharing with Citizens via 

Demand Response Projects

South Korea's electricity supply and demand policy is moving to 

more efficient management of demand resources in comparison 

to a previous focus on supply. Rather than building large-scale 

power plants with enormous investment costs, it has stabilized 

national power supply and demand by utilizing small-scale 

renewable energy generation that considers local contexts and 

appropriately managing energy demand in fields with high energy 

consumption.

As information and communication technologies develop, smart 

devices such as smart meters that allow users to check power 

generation and usage in real-time have grown in popularity, and 

the demand resource trading market has become more active. 

The Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy introduced a power 

demand management system in November 2014. If consumers 

set a target for reduction in electricity usage in advance and then 

reduce their consumption during times of insufficient power, the 

Korea Power Exchange pays corresponding incentives. Electricity 

consumers are called demand response resources because 

they are regarded as a resource that can respond to power 

consumption reduction signals at any time by controlling their 

consumption.

Along with well-managed demand, it is possible to reduce 

unnecessary generator operation by suppressing the maximum 

load during peak hours and transferring the load to different 

times. This helps secure stability in a power supply crisis. The 

sale of demand resources not only contributes to stability of 

power supply and demand but also to reduction in greenhouse 

gas emissions by limiting additional power plant construction and 

reducing fuel costs during power plant operation.

Seoul Energy Corporation has been developing demand response 

resources to stabilize power system operation by suppressing 

demand for new power plants and reducing power peaks. In 

May 2018, demand response resource projects were launched 

in 11 apartment blocks including in Seoul Energy Independent 

Village. Citizen participation demand response resource projects 

have been promoted to encourage citizens to voluntarily save 

electricity. Participating apartment blocks in Seoul managed to 

lower their peak power consumption by making announcements 

to residents during peak hours in each complex, and adjusting the 

lighting in parking lots and buildings and the operating hours for 

cooling and heating. As citizens directly save energy and share 

the resulting profit, there has been a positive effect on developing 

an energy-saving culture.

Seoul Energy Corporation's demand response resource project 

has great significance in providing an opportunity for citizens to 

participate in the demand response resource market, which has 

traditionally only included large buildings and factories. In addition, 

it is a revenue model from which all participants can benefit. 

From the government's perspective, it is possible to efficiently 

manage power supply and demand instead of requiring new 

power plant construction. Seoul Energy Corporation can fulfill its 

social responsibilities through its contribution to protecting the 

environment and encouraging the spread of an energy-saving 

culture. Consumers can profit from the electricity saved.

Small-scale power generation facilities such as renewable energy, ESS, and 

demand response resources are integrated with information and communication 

technologies to create new values and induce efficient operation of energy 

systems. This can provide a business model based on profits from saving 

and collecting small amounts of energy. Seoul Energy Corporation continues 

to discover small and medium-sized demand response resources with few 

opportunities for traditional participation due to low profitability. A public-

private council has recently been formed to establish a plan to build a 100MW 

virtual power plant for citizens in Seoul, promoting a business model that shares 

energy revenues with citizens. In order to maximize energy use, a 9.5MW power 

generation facility using waste incineration heat has been introduced. This is 

contributing to energy welfare while expanding renewable energy by supporting 

Sunshine Happy Power Plants for social welfare facilities.
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Business Agreement among Seoul Energy Corporation, Seoul Metropolitan Government, and Korea Demand 

Response Association to Create a Virtual Power Plant for Citizens in Seoul ⓒ Electric Power

Presentations for 25 Autonomous Districts

Presentations for Resident Representatives from 
Apartment Blocks

Sunshine Happy Power Plant Installation Site

Creation of Virtual Power Plant 

through Close Collaboration with 

Related Organizations

In 2019, Seoul Energy Corporation signed a business agreement 

with the Seoul Metropolitan Government and Korea Demand 

Response Association to build a 100MW virtual power plant 

(VPP) for citizens in Seoul by 2025. VPP enables the use of saved 

electricity during times of insufficient power through demand 

response resources, generating the operating effects of a power 

plant. Distributed power resources are collected and operated like 

a power plant, enabling a stable supply.

Seoul Energy Corporation has developed demand response 

resources in 25 autonomous districts, apartment blocks, and 

public buildings in Seoul. It has supported small and medium-sized 

buildings, which struggle to participate due to low profitability, to 

participate in the demand response trading market for electricity 

saving and profit creation. As of 2019, 26 buildings became new 

demand response participants, securing 7.7MW demand response 

resources. Even for small and medium-sized resources, electricity 

trading profits amount to approximately 320 million KRW.

Seoul Energy Corporation plans to expand projects by 

investigating and developing potential energy-saving facilities for 

different buildings, and to further encourage participants' energy-

saving activities through promotions and incentives.

Supporting 

Sunshine Happy Power Plant

Installation

Projects linking energy welfare with the supply of renewable 

energy have also been developed. Sunshine Happy Power Plant 

is thus named as it is “a power plant that generates happiness 

through sunlight.” Under this name, there is support for installing 

solar power generation facilities in social welfare facilities in 

Seoul, allowing them to obtain electricity. After open recruitment, 

15 sites were selected by the Energy Welfare Committee and 

Sunshine Happy Power Plants were installed. Continuous follow-

up management is facilitating stable operation and profit creation. 

There are regular site visits to check generator conditions, and in 

July 2019, a data network was introduced to operate a real-time 

integrated monitoring system for the total capacity of 200kW of 

Sunshine Happiness Power Plants in 15 social welfare facilities.

The Sunshine Happy Power Plant has been recognized as an 

effective project enabling renewable energy transition and welfare 

enhancement, in addition to providing facilities. The operating 

costs saved through solar power generation can be used instead 

for the operation of welfare facilities, leading to a virtuous cycle 

for welfare projects.
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Nowon Resource Recovery Facility

Economic Effects of 

Resource Conversion of 

Waste Incineration Heat

Other projects are improving energy efficiency and reducing 

greenhouse gas emissions through waste energy. Utilizing 

incineration heat from resource recovery facil ities is 

advantageous in its availability in urban areas with high population 

density. Unavoidable urban waste is incinerated, and the energy 

generated through this process is recovered and converted into 

resources. As part of a new renewable energy project, Seoul 

Energy Corporation has introduced renewable energy generation 

facilities utilizing waste incineration heat. In order to use surplus 

heat from the Nowon Resource Recovery Facility in Seoul, a 

9.5MW renewable steam turbine generator was installed and is in 

operation.

The power generation facility produces 70,800MWh of electricity 

annually, which is equivalent to a 40MW solar facility. Operational 

efficiency profits are expected to amount to approximately 

1.5 billion KRW per year. Seoul Energy Corporation expects to 

significantly reduce operation and maintenance costs of existing 

power generation facilities through this renewable energy project 

utilizing incineration steam heat.

From the perspective of the Seoul Metropolitan Government, 

waste disposal charges will decrease due to the increase in 

energy recovery efficiency. Unused energy development projects 

are expected to lead to reductions in fine dust pollution and 

greenhouse gas emissions. More than 700 jobs will be created 

every year in the construction and operation sectors due to the 

expansion of new projects. Seoul Energy Corporation plans to 

promote unused energy and waste power generation projects in 

Mapo resource recovery facilities and expand various resource 

recycling renewable energy projects.

Q What are the strengths or characteristics of 

your corporation that differentiate it from 

 other organizations working on energy transition?

The existing demand resource trading market has been dominated 

by large buildings such as factories; it was difficult for small and 

medium-sized buildings with low profitability to participate. Seoul 

Energy Corporation has actively recruited small and medium-

sized apartment blocks and public buildings as demand response 

resources while expanding a citizen participation model. The spread 

of demand response resources has contributed to lower power 

consumption in Seoul and a reduction in national peak power.

The Sunshine Happy Power Plant is part of a social project aiming 

to improve energy welfare, which differs from providing corporate 

support. It has contributed to responding to the changing climate 

environment and reducing greenhouse gas emissions through 

the revitalization of renewable energy. It has also raised public 

awareness of power plant operation. After donating solar power 

generation equipment, we support online and on-site follow-up 

management such as training, on-site safety checks, and regular 

monitoring systems to check for power generation errors.

Q What was your most unforgettable moment of 

the project?

During the demand response resource project, I can still remember 

the moment when employees of the apartment block management 

office voluntarily turned off the office lights to manage power 

demand. Due to the lower power peak, the shared energy bill in 

apartments has decreased, and residents and management office 

staff are very satisfied, which made me feel so proud as the person 

in charge of the project.

Q What advice would you give to institutions or 

companies that want to replicate the success of  

 your project?

People who are in charge of energy management in apartment 

blocks and public buildings are crucial players in demand response 

resource projects. As mechanical and electrical facilities have 

different operating patterns in each building, it is important to find 

opportunities to save energy through sufficient communication 

with energy managers. It is possible to develop sustainable projects 

if there are plans providing appropriate rewards for energy-saving 

efforts to encourage greater voluntary participation in reduction 

activities.

Support for installing solar power facilities, i.e., Sunshine Happy 

Power Plants, continues to be effective through providing steady 

savings rather than immediate profits. It is crucial for participants 

to have appropriate electricity consumption behavior. We should 

put greater emphasis on the importance of energy-saving in 

response to the climate crisis, rather than focusing on energy 

production.

Q What are your plans for the future?

We plan to continue promotional activities to attract greater 

participation from small and medium-sized buildings in the demand 

resource trading market. We plan to build a 100MW virtual power 

plant for Seoul citizens by developing peak power management 

measures for each building and encouraging participation.

In our solar PV support projects, we plan to focus on the government's 

policy and strive to maintain stability in the future. Support for 

solar power generation facilities is important, but in the future we 

also plan to conduct advanced safety training in consideration of 

disasters such as typhoons.

Pilnam Gong, Trizium Apartment Management Office Manager, and Demand Response Resource Participant

There are 3,696 households and approximately 12,000 residents in the Trizium apartment complex. It was selected as an energy-

independent village in Seoul in 2017 and has had many energy-saving projects, among which the demand response resource project is 

ongoing. An agreement was signed with Seoul Energy Corporation in 2018; when Korea Power Exchange sends a reduction signal, common 

areas and households in the complex reduce electricity consumption for one hour, leading to payback on the energy saved. This project 

allows the complex to reduce electricity consumption and significantly reduce shared electricity bills. 80% of the profits contribute to 

reducing residents' maintenance fees, and 20% is used to reward management office employees. Residents and employees are very satisfied 

with the project—it's like killing two birds with one stone.

Dae-ho Shin, Director of Hye-Myung Nursery School, and Sunshine Happy Power Plant Support Recipient

In 2019, we received support to install a 30kW solar power facility from Seoul Energy Corporation. Previously, I had no interest in solar 

power, but now I am truly amazed at the preciousness of the light and the usefulness of solar energy in our daily lives. The reduction in 

our energy bills led to lower management and operation costs for the institution, which meant we had more of our budget to spend on 

developing welfare projects. In addition, the company visits every year to conduct safety inspections and training so that we can manage 

our facilities well. I sincerely appreciate Seoul Energy Corporation’s significant sponsorship.

“Citizen participation demand response
resource projects contribute to lower peak power, 

Renewable energy supply improves energy welfare”

A Word from Project Participants

Best Practices for Energy Transition
Public Institutions 

Interview with

Beom-gu Yeo
Head of Distributed Energy 

Development Department
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Farming and Solar Power: 

Contributing to Farm Income 

and Improving Land Efficiency 

with Renewable Energy

KOEN Farming-type solar power, 
a center of smart convergence

Public Institutions 

Best Prize

Korea South-East 

Power Co.Ltd.
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Implementation of Korea South-East Power’s Farm-based Solar Power Generation Project

066

Farm-based Solar Power Capable of Crop Harvest and Power Generation

Introduction of 100kW Solar Power 

Facilities in 6,611m2 Farmland: 

Demonstration of Mixed Cropping 

Potential

As the necessity for expanded renewable energy has increased 

due to climate change, the share of renewable energy generation, 

such as solar and wind power, and fuel cells has been increasing 

globally. In line with the government's energy policy and 

global trends, South Korean power generation companies are 

transitioning to renewable energy from coal power generation.

Renewable energies such as solar and wind power are regarded 

as the best alternative to address energy resource depletion 

and environmental pollution. However, there are many resident 

complaints about solar power generation in rural areas, due to 

reckless development and the lack of large areas of flat land 

resulting from geographical features of South Korea. Farm-based 

solar power, where agriculture and renewable energy can be 

combined, has been suggested as an alternative.

Farm-based solar power refers to solar power generation facilities 

that are installed above the ground, then crops such as rice 

are cultivated on the ground, producing agricultural products 

and electricity at the same time. Power generation companies 

expanding renewable energy can solve problems of land security 

through farm-based solar power. Korea South-East Power has had 

a large effect on the supply of renewable energy by introducing 

farm-based solar power generation.

Since 2017, Korea South-East Power has conducted empirical 

research in collaboration with universities and small and medium-

sized companies in order to systematically introduce and expand 

farm-based solar power generation. A 100kW solar power 

facility was installed on a site of approximately 6,611m2 in Hi-

myeon, Goseong-gun, South Gyeongsang Province, combining 

rice cultivation and solar power generation. In the past, most 

Korean farm-based solar power facilities were installed above 

shade-grown crops, but this project included research on solar 

power facilities combined with cultivation of rice, which is a 

representative sun plant.

Korea South-East Power worked with the College of Agriculture 

and Life Sciences, Gyeongsang National University for project 

continuity while supporting reliable research on solar power 

generation facilities via collaboration with small and medium-

sized venture companies. Korea South-East Power has succeeded 

in harvesting more than 95% of the average rice yield of 

conventional farmland. The solar energy utilization rate reached 

18%, exceeding the design standard value of 15%.

Farm-based solar power has attracted attention as a new income source for 

farmers who can simultaneously generate solar power and cultivate crops on 

the same area of farmland. Korea South-East Power has verified technology and 

economic feasibility through empirical research on farm-based solar power to 

enable both crop cultivation and solar power generation. For systematic energy 

transition, farm-based solar power has been expanded and distributed using the 

Agricultural and Fishing Villages Collaboratvie Cooperation Fund, and the Fourth 

Industrial Technology-based operation support center for solar power was 

established to provide farmers with opportunities to create new profits.

•100kW Grid Connection Type
- Collaboration between Universities
 and Middle and Small-sized   
 Companies
- Research on Rice Growth and 
   Relevant Facilities for Two years

•(National Policy Research) Supply for  
 Small-sized Farmhouses 
 - 13 Types of Crops in 11 Places
    (grapes in Yeoheung)

•(Joint Research with KEPCO)
 Large-scale Utilities
 - Two 200kW Facilities and 
  Five Kinds of Crops

• Projects of  The Agricultural and   
 Fishing Villages Collaboratvie   
 Cooperation Fund Utilization and   
 Distribution
 - Six Places in South Gyeongsang   
  Province in Operation
 - Two Places in South Jeolla Province  
  in Preparation 

•Supply for Small-scale Farmhouses

•Planned and Collective Processes
  (for large-scale reclaimed farmland)

Introduction and Demonstration
(2017 – 2018) 

In-Depth Study
(2018 - ) 

Diffusion and Project Dissemination
(2019 – ) 

Commercialization and Development
(2020 – ) 
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Q What are the defining characteristics of this 

example of energy transition?

The farm-based solar power generation project is a business 

model showing a new paradigm of renewable energy, contributing 

to higher farm household incomes and policy achievement of the 

government's Green New Deal. It can effectively kill three birds 

with one stone: efficient utilization of small areas of available 

land, increasing farm household income in line with priorities, 

and obtaining residents’ acceptance of renewable development 

projects where securing sites is difficult.

Q What was your most unforgettable moment of 

the project?

Since it is a business model with a lack of precedent, it was not 

easy to convince residents and those in charge of permits at 

the beginning of the project. There were difficulties; we had 

to persuade them to understand that farm-based solar power 

generation is possible by installing solar energy facilities on existing 

farmland. We also had to persuade landowners and community 

representatives so as to secure available land. Fortunately, we were 

able to successfully carry out the demonstration and pilot so that 

people understood the merits and goals of the project.

The project sites have been recognized as a mecca for other 

farm-based solar power project stakeholders, and many people 

are visiting the sites. When there are visitors, community 

representatives and public officials in charge of the projects guide 

them and promote the projects. Whenever I see this, I always feel 

grateful and rewarded as one of the people responsible for these 

projects.

Q What advice would you give to institutions or 

companies that want to replicate your success?

I think it is crucial to view farm-based solar power generation 

outside the context of the simple profitability framework. It is 

important to focus on qualitative effects beyond quantitative 

figures while persuading project stakeholders. We should 

understand the current situation in which farmers are struggling 

with an aging population and lower levels of income; we can 

support them to maintain their farming with additional income 

creation. If we persuade stakeholders by suggesting various 

ripple effects such as effective national use of land, it is possible 

to improve farm household income levels and expand renewable 

energy projects at the same time.

Q What are your plans for the future?

There are various challenges to spreading farm-based solar power 

generation in earnest. The following are required to create a 

business structure that provides greater benefits to farmers: 

revisions to the Farmland Law, such as extending temporary 

periods for other land uses; technology development to reduce 

installation costs; and system improvements such as REC weight 

value adjustment. In addition, Korea South-East Power is striving to 

contribute to stabilization of the power system and improvement 

of project feasibility by promoting virtual power plants, while 

putting the operation support center for farm-based solar power 

at the core of its efforts.

In the future, I assume that if farm-based solar power generation 

projects are expanded and maintained as stable income sources for 

farmers, the younger generation who left their farming villages will 

return to carry out combined farming with solar power projects, 

fulfilling their desire to return to farming with a stable lifestyle 

based on high value-added profits.

Interview with

Hyun-Seok Park
Deputy Head of 

General Management Office for Renewables, 
Renewable Business Division

Ki-Seok Jeong, Farmer and Land Owner of Farm-based Solar Power Facility

As sunlight enters between the solar panels, the shade does not seem to have a significant effect on farming. Rice under or without the 

facility grows equally well. At first, I had doubts about this project, but now people from our neighborhood and other areas visit and ask 

about the project details with envy.

Principle of farming and solar power generation in parallel

Business Model Benefits Both Power 

Generation Companies and Farmers

Plants can grow well when shaded under solar power facilities 

because each individual plant has a light saturation point that 

photosynthesis no longer increases after a certain amount of 

sunlight is exceeded. Excess energy not used for photosynthesis 

is instead used for solar power generation by controlling the level 

of solar irradiation to plants. Farm-based solar power is of great 

benefit to farmers in that it produces crops and clean energy 

simultaneously by installing solar power facilities on farmland.

In a situation where rice consumption is decreasing and farming 

conditions continue to deteriorate as the rural population ages, 

renewable energy generation can help farmers through additional 

income creation from electricity sales. Power generation 

companies can achieve their supply targets by activating 

renewable energy and enhancing the role of public corporations 

by creating jobs, while farmers can increase their income and 

revitalize the rural economy.

After demonstrating the potential for combined farming with 

solar power generation, Korea South-East Power sought to 

optimize solar power facilities by comprehensively considering 

crop conditions and solar power utilization rate. After verifying 

the yield and safety of various crops, a standard system was 

developed so that farmers can safely employ solar power 

generation facilities.

Several companies and researchers with expertise in farm-

based solar power system construction, including Korea South-

East Power, Wonkwang Electric Power, Green Energy Research 

Institute, and LG Electronics, collaborated to develop the standard 

system for popular farm-based power generation. To obtain a 

100kW solar system outcome, crops such as rice, cabbage, radish, 

potato, grape, pear, garlic, cabbage, and onion were cultivated at a 

testbed scale in five locations including Ochang, Yeongheung, and 

Naju.

There may be alternations in the agricultural environment due 

to the facilities positioned on top of crops, resulting in lower 

crop yield and deterioration in quality. Development of varieties 

and cultivation techniques to minimize these side effects are 

being studied, and standard cultivation techniques outlined 

for different crops, while structures are customized for each 

habitat environment. Trials are confirming various possibilities 

under different cultivation environments, for example whether 

it is possible to protect high value-added crops from abnormal 

climates by utilizing farm-based solar power structures.

Project Dissemination with 

the Agricultural and

Fishing Villages Collaboratvie 

Cooperation Fund

Since 2019, farm-based solar power generation has been 

supported via the self-financed Agricultural and Fishing Villages 

Collaboratvie Cooperation Fund, which is a private fund to 

support farming and fishing villages vulnerable to damage. Korea 

South-East Power has provided six cities and counties, including 

Geochang, Haman, Hamyang, Hadong, Namhae, and Goseong 

in South Gyeongsang Province, with free installation of 100kW 

solar power generation facilities for each community, supporting 

follow-up management. In South Jeolla Province, 2,400kW of 

farm-based solar power facilities will be installed in 24 regions 

over four years from 2019 to 2022.

When local farmers directly participate in the project by providing 

their land, Korea South-East Power donates funds and supports 

permits and facility installation. A commissioned agency carries 

out monitoring and maintenance, and the corresponding 

community is responsible for operation. The profits from 

electricity sales are used as a common community fund. The 

project profits are used for community welfare so that farmers 

can directly experience the effects of farm-based solar power.

An operation support center for farm-based solar power has 

been established so that farmers can manage solar power more 

easily. The integrated center supports farmers who lack the basic 

knowledge to conveniently manage farming and power generation 

while maximizing profits. The nation’s first IoT-based big data on 

farming is being developed, monitoring facility operation status 

by predicting and managing the amount of power generation 

based on accumulated solar radiation. There are swift responses 

to abnormal situations so that the solar power generation system 

is stably and reliably monitored and controlled, allowing farmers 

to focus on farming.

Korea South-East Power plans to strengthen the feasibility 

of farm-based solar power projects more realistically through 

system improvements. It is also promoting a Virtual Power 

Plant(VPP) centered on the operation support center for farm-

based solar power, linked to technologies of the Fourth Industrial 

Revolution, through project expansion. There are plans to 

establish a foundation for power brokerage and a policy and 

system foundation for small-scale renewable energy power plants 

to participate in the market in real-time.

“Focusing on qualitative effects beyond
quantitative values”

A Word from Project Participants
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Korea East-West 

Power Co.,LTD 

Best Practices for Energy Transition
Public Institutions

Korea East-West Power is actively promoting the combination of thermal 

power generation and renewable energy in this era of energy transition. The 

corporation’s business model covers all processes of the advanced power 

generation sector, connection with renewable energy, and improved energy 

efficiency. The company’s renewable energy project operates with a focus on 

revitalization of the local economy and balance with residents, and has been 

recognized as K-power generation for a sustainable future.

Residential Virtual Power Plant

070

Community-based VPP Created 

with Citizens Becomes Model for 

New Regional Energy Industry

Thermal power generation served as the heart of economic and 

industrial development, meeting rapidly increasing electricity 

demand during South Korea’s economic growth period in the 

1970s and 1980s. However, environmental pollution and climate 

change threats have led to changes in thermal power generation. 

In particular, through Green New Deal policies, the energy industry 

is taking measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 12.29 

million tons by 2025.

Thermal power generation, the main business of Korea East- West 

Power, is gradually shrinking. However, since energy transition 

occurs gradually over a long period, thermal power generation has 

a clear role in this transition. Korea East-West Power has shown 

that traditional power generation companies can contribute to 

building environmentally friendly energy systems by upgrading 

thermal power generation in response to the future energy 

environment. It has constructed an energy distribution platform 

of small-scale distributed resources for energy transition and 

participated in creating a new type of clean energy infrastructure. 

It has supported consumers to use energy efficiently while 

promoting businesses, resulting in benefits to both power 

generation companies and energy consumers. 

Korea East-West Power Corporation has promoted community-

based VPP as an energy transition project in which residents can 

participate. The plant is a business model whereby the corporation 

can share profits with local communities by utilizing its strengths, 

such as its expertise in operation of power generation facilities 

and its integrated energy management platform. In Ulsan, there 

are solar power generation projects on urban, industrial, and 

agricultural rooftops, and profits from the installed solar power 

plants are shared with citizens through cooperatives or citizen 

funds. Such advantages enable the revitalization of the small-

scale distributed resource market and the creation of a win-win 

system with citizens.

The project has a capacity of 1.5MW with a market creation effect 

of 6.57 billion KRW. The total generation of environmentally 

friendly energy is expected to reach 36,203MWh, which is 

equivalent to a carbon emission reduction of 16,030 tons during 

the project period of 20 years. Profits will be divided into 34% 

for shared rooftops, 33% for cooperatives, and 33% for Korea 

East-West Power; these profits will be partially used to support 

vulnerable groups in local communities. Next-generation power 

grid construction through the company’s community-based 

VPP is expected to become the foundation for a virtuous cycle 

ecosystem in the regional energy market.

Operating System of Residential Virtual Power Plant

Residential Virtual Power Plant

Operation and
Profit 

Distribution

Electricity Sales 
Revenue

Investment 
And Resource 

Offering

Electricity Sales
(Small-scale Power 

Brokerage)

Small-scale Power Brokerage
Trading through the electricity market after collecting the generated electricity from small-scale power generations

Residential Funding

Funding Investors
(Ulsan Citizens)

Distributed Resources

•Sunshine Power Plant
   in Our Neighborhood

•ESS Shared Resource

 Consortium

•Ulsan Metropolitan City
•Korea East-West Power 
•H Energy
•Smart Energy
  Cooperatives
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Daesan Fuel Cell

Dreaming of Clean Energy with 

Hydrogen Fuel Cells

Hydrogen fuel cells are important to complement intermittent 

renewable energy sources such as solar and wind power. 

Korea East-West Power, Hanwha Energy, and Doosan Fuel Cell 

established Daesan Green Energy, a special purpose corporation 

(SPC), in January 2018. The hydrogen fuel cell built in the Daesan 

Industrial Complex in Seosan City, South Chungcheong Province 

has a capacity of 50MW and commercial production started in 

June 2020.

Byproduct hydrogen is employed for the Daesan Hydrogen Fuel 

Cell project. Conventional fuel cell power plants use hydrogen 

extracted from LNG. Hydrogen is generated as a byproduct in 

a nearby petrochemical plant, after which it used to be burned 

or discarded. Now it is directly input and used in the Daesan 

Hydrogen Fuel Cell project, creating environmentally friendly clean 

energy with no additional greenhouse gas emissions.

Daesan Hydrogen Fuel Cell is capable of supplying electricity 

to 160,000 neighboring households while generating 400,000 

MWh of electricity per year. As hydrogen generated from the 

nearby Hanwha Total Petrochemical plant is supplied through 

pipes, at three tons per hour, the power plant can be operated 

stably. Another advantage is that additional transmission network 

investment is not needed because electricity-producing areas 

adjoin demand sites. As the environmental burden is minimal, 

it has been evaluated as suitable for distributed generation. 

Inclusion of a filter for fine dust (up to 2.5 μm) allows purification 

of air equivalent to the respiratory volume of 350,000 adults.

Localization of technologies receives the greatest attention. 

Through collaborative technology development with hundreds 

of partners, sourcing of 98% of fuel cell components has been 

localized. As South Korean companies have produced their main 

fuel cell components independently, it is possible to establish 

a stable supply and demand system for the main components. 

This is expected to contribute to development of the domestic 

hydrogen industry ecosystem by securing cost competitiveness.

Innovating the Energy Paradigm by 

Developing New Business Models 

for Energy Efficiency

The final sector in which Korea East-West Power can take a role 

in energy transition is energy efficiency. Reducing dependence 

on fossil fuels ultimately requires higher energy use efficiency. 

However, it is not easy to reduce unnecessarily wasted energy 

and manage it systematically, because consumption patterns 

and characteristics of each energy consumer differ. Thus, it is 

impossible to apply identical efficiency systems to all users. 

Accordingly, Korea East-West Power has developed a business 

model for energy efficiency improvement in the public and 

university campus sectors, presenting a new paradigm for energy 

efficiency projects led by public corporations.

The company’s New Business Model for Energy Efficiency 

(hereinafter EE MSP; Energy Efficiency Management Service 

Provider) uses a problem-solving approach. EE MSP’s targets are 

divided into public sector and university campuses. University 

campuses have inefficient energy use due to large lecture rooms 

and extensive land area. EE MSP quantitatively analyzes internal 

and external environments and power patterns, creating an 

energy consumption optimization system.

In particular, energy data can be collected and monitored in 

real-time to manage electricity bills, and smart ICT technology 

automates detailed power management for air conditioners, 

lighting, and outlets. Data is transferred and managed in real-time 

to re-establish and control energy optimization policies. EE MSP 

has been applied to Seocho-gu(public sector), Dongeui University, 

Dongseo University, and Jeonju University(campuses).

EE MSP is significant in that the company has developed its own 

business model in the energy efficiency setor for the first time 

in the country, applying it to the public sector and university 

campuses. Costs of facilities and their maintenance are directly 

covered by the corporation and the saved energy costs are 

shared, thereby relieving the cost burden that is often an obstacle 

to energy transition and establishing an efficient system. Energy 

consumption will be reduced by 114,870MWh, equivalent to a 

cost reduction of 16.15 billion KRW and carbon emission reduction 

of 64,050 tons, if project operation periods for each sector are 

considered(15 years in public sector and 10 years on university 

campuses).

Korea East-West Power Corporation will expand project proposals 

to local governments with patterns of high energy consumption, 

and to 300 universities nationwide, to encourage sustainable 

energy efficiency improvement.

New Business Model for Energy Efficiency
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Q What was your most unforgettable moment of 

the community-based virtual power plant project?

Considering that this project was conducted with a cooperative consisting of community 

residents, it was difficult to change negative perceptions such as prejudice or stereotypes 

of this kind of project. However, we felt proud as the project progressed from project 

proposal to the securing of solar power sites with citizens involved in the early stages of 

the project. We collaborated with the idea that the government, local governments, public 

corporations, and citizens are all responsible for energy transition. I felt proud of the 

idea that we could share profits with the local community. In the future, the community-

based virtual power plant project is expected to expand further. We hope that our citizen 

participation virtual power plant will become a new business model and lead the local 

community's win-win energy business.

Q What was your most unforgettable moment of 

the Daesan Hydrogen Fuel Cell project?

With the first introduction of a hydrogen fuel cell (PAFC type) power generation facility 

in South Korea, it was necessary to prepare measures to verify the reliability of facilities 

and to stably secure byproduct hydrogen. Korea East-West Power Corporation has long 

reviewed the risk hedging plan with internal and external experts from an internal risk 

management committee and an investment deliberation committee of energy specialists 

(e.g., Korea Energy Economics Institute) and university professors. We eventually obtained 

investment approvals from the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy, and the Ministry 

of Economy and Finance. Starting with the announcement of the hydrogen economy 

roadmap in January 2019, Daesan Hydrogen Fuel Cell attracted attention whenever there 

were hydrogen-related policy announcements. I was proud to have spread awareness of 

the project more widely through this completion ceremony.

Q What makes your business model for energy efficiency different 

from other energy transition projects?

The business model for energy efficiency, EE MSP, developed by Korea East-West Power 

Corporation introduces a guarantee system for citizens’ energy efficiency improvement 

performance. The corporation directly covers facility investment and maintenance costs 

and the energy costs saved through this process are shared. Customers have shown 

positive responses because there is neither investment burden nor financial liabilities, 

and the energy-saving effect is guaranteed, unlike in other energy efficiency projects 

(e.g., ESCO). Since continuous maintenance of the system is also conducted by the MSP 

CENTER, the integrated energy control center of Korea East-West Power Corporation, 

it is possible to monitor the status of system operation in real-time. Once operational 

data are collected, efficiency improvement performance can be verified through our self-

developed and patent-pending algorithm.

Interview with

Ilhan Ham,
CEO of H Energy Co., Ltd.

As a local company, it was good to take part in the 

community-based virtual power plant project with 

local governments, public institutions, and community 

residents. It would be great if this project continues 

so that local companies can survive together in 

difficult situations such as the COVID-19 crisis. In 

addition, to sustain the local energy ecosystem, I hope 

that it will be possible to create an environment in 

which investment and energy capital profits are not 

leaked, but return to local companies, allowing local 

communities to lead energy transition.

Soo-Hyeon Cho,
Power Plant Manager, Daesan Green Energy

As the first power plant manager of Daesan Green 

Energy Co. Ltd., I worked at Korea East-West Power 

Corporation for 32 years. We will contribute to 

supplying environmentally friendly energy to South 

Chungcheong Province, which currently has the 

largest amount of coal-fired power plants, and stable 

operation of the world's first and the largest by 

product hydrogen fuel cell power plant by utilizing 

practical knowledge on power plant operation 

management.

Soo-Cheol Kang,
Facility Management Team,

Dongeui University Management Office

Since university facilities are shared by a large number 

of students, there is a lot of unnecessary energy 

waste, and dispersed management scope makes it 

difficult to efficiently consume and manage energy. 

As introducing the energy efficiency solution of 

Korea East-west power corporation and operating it 

in earnest from the end of 2020, we expect that it 

will bring convenient energy management and lower 

electricity bills.

Tae-Sung Kim
Deputy General Manager 
of Energy New Business Department, 
New Growth Business Division, 
Korea East-West Power Corporation

Myung-Jae Kim 
Deputy General Manager 
of Energy New Business Department, 
New Growth Business Division, 
Korea East-West Power Corporation

Dae-Geun Cho
Deputy General Manager 
of Renewable Energy Department, 
Korea East-West Power Corporation

“National and local governments, public corporations, and 
citizens all lead energy transition together”

A Word from Project Participants
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Taking the Lead in Raising 

Energy Transition Awareness via 

Voluntary Citizen Participation

Energy self-sufficiency policy requires active citizen participation. 

Local communities in Jeonju recognized the necessity of 

establishing a regional energy transition-related network centered 

on citizen groups, organizing the Jeonju Energy Transition 

Citizen Forum. The forum has been operating since June 2016 

to establish a safe energy system and make Jeonju an energy 

self-sufficient and cultural city. There are diverse participating 

organizations and groups including 11 civic groups such as the 

Jeonbuk Environmental Movement Association, experts, the City 

Council, and the Jeonju Metropolitan Government.

The Energy Design 3040 regional energy plan was established as 

a result of partnership among local governments, citizens, and 

civil society organizations. There are five key strategies to achieve 

30% energy self-sufficiency and 40% power independence 

by 2025: saving and efficiency; dispersion and production; 

participation and sharing; education and culture; and win-win 

and integration. 10 corresponding policy directions and 30 policy 

tasks were established. The regional energy plan with citizen 

participation is significant in that energy policies were developed 

by reflecting on the opinion of citizens who are the main energy 

users.

The policy direction was determined by setting goals. The Jeonju 

Energy Transition Citizen Forum, focused on energy governance, 

started to operate to implement the chosen direction. The forum 

has been operating through public-private partnership and has 

examined energy policy implementation in regular consultations. 

Since 2016, 31 regular forum events have been held and major 

practical projects in the private sector have been carried out as 

part of implementation of the regional energy plan.

The forum chose increasing citizens' awareness of energy 

transition as its top priority. By promoting various citizen-

oriented projects, it has informed citizens that the success of 

energy transition depends on them. A recent focus has been on 

expanding energy efficiency in the building sector. Lower energy 

consumption through improved efficiency in buildings is the most 

effective means to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and fine 

dust pollution without hindering economic growth. Civic training 

for energy efficiency is being delivered to citizens. The training 

includes accurate knowledge on comfortable, sustainable buildings 

that have lower energy consumption and ways to increase energy 

efficiency, such as self-insulation construction.

The forum is also actively engaged in consulting services on 

energy efficiency for apartment blocks and supporting high-

efficiency products. Diverse projects to increase energy efficiency 

include installation of heat-shielding film or external electric blinds 

on large well-lit windows and replacement of indoor lighting with 

ceiling fans or LED lighting. The cost burden has been reduced 

by up to 60% and a maximum of 1 million KRW is provided by the 

forum.

Best Practices 
for Energy Transition

2
Achievement in Unison : 

Energy Self-sufficient City

Led by Public-Private 

Partnership

Local energy transition in public-private partnershipsCivic Organizations

Grand Prize

Jeonju Energy Transition

Citizen Forum

Best Practices for Energy Transition
Civic Organizations

Citizen participation is crucial in energy transition policy. The Jeonju government, 

citizens, and various organizations have formed an energy governance system 

called Jeonju Energy Transition Citizen Forum to fully promote regional energy 

policies. The forum is operated through public and private partnerships, 

promotes energy efficiency training for citizens, and manages the operation of 

an e-bike experience group. It carries out various campaigns to spread citizens’ 

awareness of energy transition. In addition, the public-private partnership Jeonju 

Energy Center was established to develop and promote resident-led energy 

projects effectively.

Civic Training for Energy Efficiency

076

‘Our Home Using Less Energy’, promotion poster for civic training on Energy efficiency

Knowing is power

Our Home Using 
Less Energy
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Best Practices for Energy Transition
Civic Organizations

Q What are the characteristics that differentiate 

this from other energy transition projects?

Jeonju's energy transition policies have been proposed, promoted, 

and monitored by citizens. According to the citizen-led energy 

plan, a dedicated energy department was created in the Jeonju 

government, and related policies and budgets were established to 

evaluate regional energy transition policies. In short, direct citizen 

participation is a distinctive feature.

Q What hwas your most unforgettable moment of 

the project?

The most memorable moment was the establishment of Jeonju's 

unique regional energy plan through citizen participation. 

Many expressed concerns about the citizen-led policy-making 

process. Most concerns came from a lack of expertise and policy 

understanding or selfish policy decisions. However, once citizens 

had the authority to make policy decisions in Jeonju, regardless 

of their interests, debates have considered various factors such 

as financial conditions of the Jeonju Metropolitan Government, 

administrative power, and civic competence. Learning was 

supported through three workshops, and there were long debates 

over selection of a scenario from three potential levels. In the 

end, the most intense scenario was selected after several rounds 

of voting. This has drawn the maximum capacity of the local 

government despite limitations.

Q What advice would you give to institutions or 

companies that want to replicate your success?

It is crucial to set goals for energy transition with citizens. Policy 

outcomes that are achieved with citizen participation are far 

more powerful than service reports written by public officials and 

experts. In addition, since energy transition policy requires active 

civic participation, citizens must be present for all parts of the 

processes of initiation, promotion, and evaluation. Thus, the public-

private partnership can gain more power.

Q What are your plans for the future?

The effective implementation of an energy plan requires policy 

will and budget from administrative organizations, and prepared 

capacity in the private sector. If capacity of the private sector 

is insufficient, it is difficult to continue implementing the plan, 

regardless of how strong the political will is, because the private 

sector could not make innovative proposals. The most important 

arena for energy transition in Jeonju is the improvement of building 

energy efficiency. However, despite this necessity, there is a lack 

of civic experts and technical skills. It is therefore necessary to 

cultivate private actors who will lead the systemic transformation 

beyond small experiments in cities. To this end, the Jeonju Energy 

Center's talent training project will be further strengthened.

Interview with

So-young Kang
Secretary General  of 

Jeonju Council for Sustainable 
Development

Jae-Byeong Kim, Secretary-General of Jeonbuk Environmental Movement Association

The Jeonju Energy Transition Citizen Forum continues to learn about energy transition through exploring case studies. We have held 

workshops with invited experts and toured areas that are further along in the process of energy transition, to help civic group activists 

gain a deeper understanding of energy transition. It was also impressive to find that various civic groups and local governments have made 

efforts and gathered opinions to solve problems together while building trust. The Jeonju government has incorporated citizens’ opinions 

into its energy policy, while civic groups have actively promoted training and awareness-raising projects to inform citizens of energy 

transition. This forum also serves as a platform. The Citizen Sunlight Power Cooperative, Jeonju Energy Center, and Energy Transition Social 

Cooperative started from this forum. I am looking forward to seeing the future of the forum in which the public-private partnership has 

been shown.

Moon-Seok Park, Manager of Jeonju City Clean Air Energy Department

The Jeonju Energy Transition Citizen Forum was very helpful in laying the foundation for an energy-independent city, by allowing citizens 

to actively participate in establishing Jeonju's Regional Energy Plan. Steps outlined in the Energy Design 3040 plan, which was created by 

the Jeonju government and its citizens, have been accomplished despite practical difficulties in implementing projects such as financial 

conditions. I assume that it would have been impossible without the Jeonju Energy Conversion Citizens Forum. In the future, to achieve the 

goal of “Jeonju, Energy Independent City,” the Jeonju government and Jeonju Energy Transition Citizen Forum will continue to cooperate on 

energy transition through collaboration between administrative organizations and citizens and by collecting citizens' opinions.

1 Fifth E-bike Experience Group    2 3 Jeonju Energy Fair Held in November 2019

1

2

3

In the transportation sector, there is a campaign to reduce 

energy consumption and increase efficiency. The forum is taking 

the lead in creating an eco-transportation culture that reduces 

greenhouse gas emissions by encouraging people to use public 

transportation and cycling instead of cars. The Bike Commuter 

Challenge allows people to earn points when commuting to 

their workplace or schools by bicycle, and medals and prizes are 

awarded to excellent participants.

E-bike experience groups, such as active clubs or organizations 

in Jeonju that rent electric bicycles, have been recruited. The 

selected experience groups share the benefits of electric bicycles, 

such as carbon dioxide reduction effects, and their testimonials, 

after participating in the project and receiving training for one 

month. In 2019, the groups drove a total distance of 2,723.25km 

by electric bicycle. This is equivalent to reducing carbon dioxide 

emissions by 657.2 kg and planting 99.6 pine trees.

 

An annual fair provides information on energy transition projects 

to encourage citizens to change their perspectives. The Jeonju 

Energy Transition Fair “I am a Bouble Wrap” has been held every 

year since 2017. The name of the fair is derived from bubble wrap, 

a popular insulation material in winter.

At the third Jeonju Energy Transition Fair in November 2019, 

there were various activities that attracted citizen participation, 

such as DIY solar power practice, making LED standing lights, 

indoor garden construction, and electric bicycle riding. The fair 

has become a place for various civic groups to promote energy 

independent methods applicable in the city center through 

various events. Citizens can learn about energy-saving methods 

and energy efficiency technologies through these events so 

that they can also become energy producers rather than energy 

consumers.

Jeonju Energy Center: 

A Public-Private Partnership with 

Local Government and Citizens

The Jeonju Energy Transition Citizen Forum has promoted the 

establishment of a public-private partnership energy center 

to accelerate energy self-sufficiency in Jeonju. Given that 

the private sector takes the largest role in energy transition, 

the establishment and operation of the energy center as an 

intermediate agent between public administrative organizations 

and citizens is helpful to outline more detailed plans for an 

energy-independent city. Accordingly, in March 2020, the nation's 

first public-private partnership energy center opened in Jeonju 

with a total budget of 1 billion KRW.

The Jeonju Energy Center has served its role as a control tower 

that plans and manages projects in the private sector under the 

Regional Energy Plan, promoting 15 projects in six sectors in 2020. 

Projects include support for sunlight power plants for citizens, 

training to improve building energy efficiency, and establishment 

of a cooperative system and network to develop an urban 

regeneration business model focusing on green buildings. It is 

expected that the center will help the business scale to grow and 

the experty of the business to improve.

The Jeonju Energy Transition Forum will continue to prepare 

unique and creative regional energy policies to attract citizens' 

interest, and it will strengthen citizen networks to lay the 

foundation for Jeonju to become an energy-independent city.

“Suggested by citizens, promoted together with 
citizens, and evaluated by everyone”

A Word from Project Participants
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Eco-Friendly Energy Benefits

Anyone Can Enjoy :

'Sunlight Farming'

Sunlight Farming cooperative members become 
energy producers

Civic Organizations

Best Prize

Hansalim Sunlight Power 

Generation Cooperative

Best Practices for Energy Transition
Civic Organizations

Members at their Solar Power Plant Installed at Hansalim Logistics Center, 
and nationwide Hansalim Sunlight Power Plants

View of Sandure Sunlight Power Plant

Citizen-led Cooperatives Lead 

Energy Transition

When you press the switch, the light turns on, and when you 

turn on the faucet, clean water pours out. The conveniences of 

life today are often taken for granted. However, many people 

across the globe are suffering from water shortages and 

pollution. There are serious environmental problems such as a 

crisis of global resource depletion and abnormal climate patterns. 

Some desperate citizens decided to cooperate ahead of the 

coming crisis, forming the Hansalim Sunlight Power Generation 

Cooperative and spreading renewable energy with community 

empowerment.

The birth of the Hansalim Sunlight Power Cooperative is tightly 

interlinked with the Fukushima nuclear power plant accident in 

Japan. Citizens who witnessed the irreparable damage due to this 

unexpected nuclear accident started to form a consensus that 

there should be a transition to safer energy sources. This trend 

started with the idea that children, the future generation, should 

have access to safe and sustainable energy. Citizens voluntarily 

launched a campaign to expand alternative energy sources, and 

in December 2012, 1,400 citizens established the Sunlight Power 

Cooperative after collecting approximately 1.3 billion KRW of 

investment

The Hansalim Sunshine Power Cooperative aims to create a 

sustainable world by reducing daily energy consumption and 

expanding renewable energy through self-reliant, independent, 

and autonomous cooperative activities. After establishing the 

cooperative, its members directly raised investments and installed 

solar power plants in order to practice energy conservation and 

expand available alternative energy sources.

Since 2013, the cooperative has built a sunlight power plant on 

the roof of Hansalim Logistics Centers in Hoengseong, Daejeon, 

and Anseong. Starting with the 31.2kW sunlight power plant in 

Hoengseong, which was completed in September 2013, a total of 

500kW solar power generation facilities have been built, 31.2kW in 

Daejeon and 438.9kW in Anseong.

Construction of the plants did not occur smoothly. The solar 

PV power generation facilities are mainly installed on Hansalim 

production facility buildings. Yet there were difficulties in securing 

sites due to inadequate installation conditions such as cultural 

heritage protection zones, military protection zones, old buildings, 

and dust pollution, and negative perceptions of solar power. The 

cooperative visited producers and conducted briefing sessions 

and training to provide accurate information on environmentally 

friendly energy and the solar power generation project in order 

to improve awareness of renewable energy and increase interest 

and understanding. After this, it was possible to build the sunlight 

power plant.

In 2017, additional members were recruited to install the 

second sunlight power plant. A total of 543 members collected 

approximately 1 billion KRW of investment, installing sunlight 

power plants in six locations, including Yeongdong, Cheongju, 

and Goesan in North Chungcheong Province, and Hoengseong 

in Gangwon Province. In September 2020, ten 1,007kW solar 

power plants were in operation, including that at the Hansalim 

Busan Logistics Center, which was completed in May 2020. The 

eleventh sunlight power plant of approximately 100kW capacity is 

currently being planned. These solar power plants have produced 

approximately 1,286MWh of electricity in one year, reducing 

carbon dioxide emissions by approximately 570 tons.

The citizen-led Hansalim Sunlight Power Cooperative directly collects funds to 

install and operate ten solar power plants. The Sunlight Power Plants generate 

stable profits, contributing to members' profits through dividends of 3% on 

average. Some profits from electricity sales go to support energy-vulnerable 

groups. There are also active online and offline training programs in operation 

to increase public awareness of environmentally friendly energy.

Sannae Village

Sangol-farm

Sandure

Kobuki
Hanchuk

Anseong Logistics Center

Yeong-tong

Okjamhwa
Busan

Daejeon Logistics Center
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Q What characteristics differentiate this from 

other energy transition examples?

After recognizing the importance of energy transition, in pursuit 

of the expansion of renewable energy, 1,400 citizens voluntarily 

established a cooperative and started to build sunlight power 

plants with only members’ investments. In September 2020, 

there were a total of ten solar power plants in operation with 

1,745 cooperative members nationwide. I think that this is an 

ideal situation as energy consumers become the main energy 

producers, creating new value and sharing profits regionally. In 

particular, Hansalim has a nationwide network of cooperatives and 

is rooted in regions through its long-term activities, so is ideally 

placed to promote energy transition. Since the establishment of 

the cooperative, energy transition training has been provided for 

citizens through training activities including the need for renewable 

energy and responses to the climate crisis. The training has 

contributed to increasing citizens' awareness of environmentally 

friendly energy. There are ongoing projects to support energy-

vulnerable groups such as those in Laos and Malawi, Africa with 

a certain proportion of contributions from members' investment 

shares and project profits.

Q What was your most unforgettable moment of 

the project?

In the early stages of the project, it was difficult to secure sites 

for power plants, but with the active participation of Hansalim 

production sites, it was possible to complete ten solar power 

plants. As the project progressed, the negative image of existing 

solar power plants changed and the production sites participated 

more actively in the project. This is because many people started 

to recognize the serious impacts of climate change and the need 

for clean energy thanks to energy transition training.

Q What is your advice for institutions or companies 

that want to replicate your success?

Although solar power generation projects are sufficiently worthy 

to be noticed due to the profits created by environmentally friendly 

power generation, it is also important to correct misinterpretations 

and to inform citizens of accurate information. If we focus more on 

training that accurately conveys the importance of environmentally 

friendly energy and environmental effects, it is possible to share 

new values and profits created from distributed local energy, in 

contrast to the centralized energy production method.

Q What are your plans for the future?

We plan to carry out facility management and inspection of 

existing power plants and to expand renewable energy by 

proposing to local governments business plans that utilize public 

sites to install new power plants. As an energy cooperative with 

citizen participation, we aim to take the lead in helping citizens 

who are the main energy consumers and producers, by providing 

information on energy-saving practices, government policies, and 

local government support systems.

Interview with

Kyung-eun Cho
Secretary General of 

Hansalim Sunlight Power 
Generation Cooperative

Hyun-joo Kang, Energy Transition Training Participant

In the past, through a TV program, I found a self-powered bicycle that generates electricity and a self-powered radio to listen to music. I 

was curious about how people can self-produce the electricity that is easily supplied to us and then easily wasted. I had the opportunity to 

participate in Making a Sunlight Piggy Bank when electricity saving was not easily implemented due to the levels of comfort to which we are 

accustomed. The light of the Piggy Bank is quite bright, so it is useful. These days, I finish my day with a cup of hot tea under the soft glow 

of its light. I hope more cooperative members will enjoy this meaningful experience in future.

The funds required to build sunlight power plants are currently 

covered only by members’ investments. But, the cooperative's 

solar power generation project is operating with stable profits. 

This is because, since receiving the REC, it produces and sells 

electricity to power generation companies that have failed to 

meet renewable energy standards.

Profits from electricity sales are transparently disclosed and 

distributed to members. From the beginning of the project until 

now, average dividends of more than 3% have been paid to 

members. In the 2019 business settlement, members received 

a 3.1% dividend from net profits excluding legal and voluntary 

reserves, and maintenance costs, thereby demonstrating stable 

profits.

Spreading the Energy Message 

through Training Programs

The Hansalim Sunlight Power Cooperative continues to 

provide energy transition training so that citizens can become 

environmentally friendly energy producers and consumers. 

‘Sunshine Trip Training’ combines lectures with solar power plant 

tours. ‘The Energy Transition Training for Local Communities’ 

course is delivered nationwide every year. To allow people to 

experience environmentally friendly energy, activities include 

making LED standing lights and solar lanterns. There have been 13 

sessions in total, with 400 participants trained in 2019.

In 2020, as face-to-face training became difficult due to COVID-19, 

online training was provided. Practical training such as Making a 

Sunlight Piggy Bank received a lot of attention. The sunlight piggy 

bank is a light that recharges with sunlight during the day and 

emits light at night. Citizens provided reviews and photographs of 

their finished products after training. The online training attracted 

more than 800 participants.

Clean Energy for All and Support 

for the Vulnerable

Ongoing donations help to fund activities related to improving 

energy welfare. In 2017, the cooperative signed a socially 

responsible business alliance agreement with the Miral Welfare 

Foundation, running the Light Children campaign. It has donated 

solar lanterns made during training activities to energy-vulnerable 

countries such as Laos and Malawi, Africa. It has installed 

sunlight generators and lights through site visits to schools and 

households in energy-poor villages in Laos. In addition, in 2019, 

together with the Ilchon Community, the cooperative promoted 

activities to support prepayment of electricity bills by donating 

a certain amount of contributions from members' investment 

shares and project profits to help the energy-vulnerable in South 

Korea.

The Hansalim Sunlight Power Cooperative is planning to actively 

respond to the climate crisis by expanding environmentally 

friendly energy power generation projects while providing various 

social activities and energy transition training for citizens.

Year Dividend Rate Dividend (KRW)

2014 4.30 % 56,252,600 

2015 3.80 % 49,711,600 

2016 2.00 % 26,100,000 

2017 3.24 % 42,029,264

2018 2.20 % 28,338,452

2019 3.10 %  64,586,478 

Average/Sum 3.11 % 267,018,394

Energy Transition Training led by Hansalim Sunlight Power Generation Cooperative

2020 Hansalim Sunlight Power Generation Cooperative

Online Energy Transition 
Training

‘Making a Sunlight
Piggy Bank’

Sunshine Trip Making a Solar Lantern

A Word from Project Participants

“Correcting citizens' misconceptions and

providing appropriate information is important”
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Seeing is Believing: 

Changing Behaviors through 

Demonstration

As the climate crisis worsens, countries around the world 

have carried out various campaigns for energy transition. In 

South Korea, national and local governments and various NGOs 

are running programs to increase energy efficiency, expand 

renewable energy, and reduce energy consumption. However, 

the most important aspect of energy transition is voluntary, 

ongoing participation of residents. The Geumha community 

residents' council in Geumcheon-gu started with the recognition 

of this trend. The council has drawn resid ent’ support by linking 

energy transition with revitalization of the local community and 

improvement of the residential environment.

“E-Geumha Village to Care Together” started as a small group of 

residents. The community mostly consists of low-rise residential 

areas surrounded by apartment complexes like an urban island. 

The residential environment improvement project progressed 

slowly due to dense housing and difficult road conditions. 

Expansion of the Gangnam Ring Expressway made transportation 

more convenient, but as vehicle exhaust flowed into the 

community, an increasing number of residents became concerned 

about reduction of carbon emissions, energy transition, and 

improvement of the residential environment. In order to revitalize 

their community while solving internal problems, residents 

created a residential council.

However, levels of resident participation were low in the 

beginning; even though members informed residents of energy 

transition while encouraging them to take action, most residents 

were indifferent. They felt that saving energy and expanding 

the supply of solar power had little to do with their busy lives. 

Members kept encouraging resident participation through various 

activities. They recommended signing up for eco-mileage and 

improved energy-efficient conversion facilities. As cases in 

which residents received incentives through energy-saving and 

lower energy consumption began to increase, residents began 

to pay attention to energy transition. As window improvement 

projects were carried out to improve residential welfare and 

energy efficiency, participation in creating an energy-independent 

community increased.

Best Practices 
for Energy Transition

2
Energy Transition Starts from

Residents' Voluntary Participation

E(Energy)-Geumha Village: Caring together

Civic Organizations

Excellence Prize

Geumha Village 

Resident Council

Best Practices for Energy Transition
Civic Organizations

Geumha Village residents selected energy as a means to improve their 

residential environment and develop their community. Through the Residents' 

Council for Geumha Community, residents have voluntarily participated in 

various energy transition projects to become the first energy-saving district. 

Training, efficiency improvement projects, and awareness-raising campaigns 

have been conducted to create an energy-independent community. Geumha 

is transforming into an ecological community in connection with the Urban 

Regeneration New Deal projects. 

Second Meeting of the Geumcheon-gu Urban Regeneration 
Communication Council held on November 18, 2019

Geumha Village Won the 2018 Low-Carbon Life Contest

Community facility for Geumha village residents © UPEM
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Q What differentiates the Geumha Village Residents' 

Council it from other energy transition projects?

The reason our community's energy transition is special is that 

residents have actively participated in solving energy problems 

from the beginning. From planning activities to implementation, 

residents have collaborated to implement energy transition. 

Furthermore, there have been continuous systematic activities 

through administrative cooperation between the Seoul Metropolitan 

Government and Geumcheon-gu. Our community has discussed 

and focused on the 4Es(Eco, Environment, Energy, and Education) 

as the main tasks, participating in residential environment 

management projects and energy self-sufficient village projects 

for three years. Activists have been fostered during the process, 

who have strived to create an environment leading to energy 

transition. They collaborated with Geumcheon-gu to conduct the 

urban regeneration new deal project(i.e., reviving our community) 

in 2018. Green spaces in the community(Geumha forest trail) will be 

restructured and an eco-energy center will be established. I think 

that the successful operation and management of facilities built 

during projects depend on residents’ capabilities. We have been 

striving to implement energy transition in altered spaces after the 

projects are completed by providing more residents with conditions 

to participate in recycling/upcycling education and energy activist 

training programs, in order to enhance residents' capabilities.

Q What was your most unforgettable moment of 

the project?

When we first started promoting solar panels, residents were 

not interested because of the cost burden. It was difficult to 

implement energy transition due to low response levels. Therefore, 

the residents' council first introduced relatively inexpensive 

measures with lower cost burden such as the replacement of 

LEDs and condensing boilers. Solar panels and smart meters were 

only presented to those who could afford them. As residents 

have witnessed the energy cost reduction effects, solar power 

installations have increased through word of mouth. Now, it 

is possible to further encourage the improvement of energy 

efficiency performance by supporting improvements in home 

insulation and windows. The most impressive moment was when 

building owners tried to improve the residential environment for 

their tenants so that they could simultaneously improve residential 

quality and implement energy transition.

Q What advice would you give to institutions or 

companies that want to replicate your success?

When it comes to energy transition with community residents, 

I would like to tell you that it is crucial to first find any available 

tasks in your area and to practice implementable tasks one by 

one. No matter how great a campaign, it would have been difficult 

to spread widely without sympathy from community residents. I 

felt rewarded while having fun with even the smallest tasks and 

contributing to reducing GHG emissions and creating a sustainable 

future through cost savings. It was eventually possible to expand 

our activities while gaining consensus among the residents.

Interview with

Hoe-ok Oh
Geumha Village
Residents' Council 
Representative

Ga-in Lim, Resident Instructor for Child Care in 2019 (Go Geumha Village! Energy Independent Village!)

As I thought it is crucial to educate the next generation in order to create a sustainable future, I have been involved in niche care for 

children that is related to energy education after school. The first impressive moment was that children in the community understood 

solar energy and rainwater storage more deeply than I expected. I think many students receive education centered on Korean, English, and 

Mathematics, but there has not been sufficient focus on energy. In contrast, children in the Geumha community recognize the importance 

of the environment at every moment because of the situation in which they are brought up. Further, it was nice to see that the children 

were playing together and helping each other while figuring out practical solutions to problems faced by their community. They would 

not have known each other as well if they had only attended private teaching institutions. After seeing that both children and adults were 

spending their time making efforts to develop the community, I thought that this community looks much better, with social energy from a 

close bond among residents, along with energy transition driven by solar power. 
Rooftop Solar Power Installed Throughout Geumha Village Makes 
the Most of Abundant Rooftop Spaces © Geumcheon-gu

White Paper on Energy Activities in 
Geumha Village

In Geumha Village, The Old Town is Transformed into an Environmentally 

Friendly Village with Low Energy Consumption

Geumha White Paper Provides 

a Model for Uptake by 

Other Communities

Selected as an energy-independent community since 2017, the 

Geumha community has been conducting activities to become 

a leading energy-independent low-rise residential community. 

Projects in which residents can participate include promotional 

campaigns and lights-off events; eco-mileage systems and energy 

independence festivals; learning and training by visiting energy-

independent communities, operation of energy classes, and 

training energy diagnosticians; energy environment improvement 

through rooftop greening and gardening with boxes in alleys; and 

energy efficiency projects including residential solar power supply, 

LED light replacements, and window and insulation improvement 

projects.

There have also been activities linking the residential environment 

management project with the urban regeneration new deal 

project. The council has laid the foundation for energy-saving 

and independence in the community through a water circulation 

project using rainwater, installation of a food waste composting 

power plant, improvement of Geumha forest trails and 

replacement of solar streetlights, and establishment of the Eco-

Energy Center in the Geumha community.

Since the White Paper for Geumha was published in 2018, it 

has contributed to systematizing residents’ energy transition 

activities, promoting and spreading them to other communities. 

Various activities that have permeated residents have borne 

greater fruits over time. The Geumha community provides a case 

study in which an ecological, environmentally friendly, and energy-

independent community has been created and a white paper for 

energy transition training and activities has been evaluated as a 

model for environmentally friendly growth of local communities.

In 2019, the Geumha community reached a residential solar 

energy supply rate of 20% and an eco-mileage subscription rate 

of 15%. Cumulative solar power generation capacity reached 

211,467kWh in 2019, including power generation facilities installed 

in community facilities in the Geumha community.

The installation of energy-saving and energy conversion 

facilities with high efficiency are remarkable outcomes. A total 

of 550 households voluntarily participated in the replacement 

of LED lights, and 26 households installed smart meters. The 50 

households(17 in 2019, and 33 in 2020) that participated in the 

urban regeneration new deal project were able to significantly 

improve their residential environment in connection with energy 

efficiency with the help of the Seoul Metropolitan Government 

and Geumcheon-gu. Such systematic and professional 

cooperation has led to the rainwater community development 

project in Seoul. The installation of a storage-type rainwater 

infiltration trench(391m), drainage pavement(645m2), and rainwater 

storage tanks(12 facilities) have contributed to the restoration of 

natural water circulation.

The Geumha community residents' council plans to continue 

various projects to become a Community-led Green New Deal 

First Community based on built energy transition infrastructure. 

Climate change adaptation lectures(on urban greening, energy 

independence garbage issues, and housing improvement and 

energy efficiency) will encourage a greater number of residents 

to become interested in the climate crisis and practice energy 

efficiency. In addition, the council plans to actively support energy 

diagnosticians and eco-energy tour guides so that training and 

campaigns can lead to job creation in communities. It is hoped 

that energy activists who have grown up in the community will 

create a virtuous cycle wherein the next generation of energy 

experts can be fostered.

Compost Power Plant

Rooftop GardenRainwater Project

A Word from Project Participants

“It’s important to find locally relevant small tasks 
that can be tackled sequentially”
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